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G Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the commons.

— Garrett Hardin, Tragedy of the Commons (1968)

Garrett Hardin — a noted professor, biologist and ecologist — popularized the notion of the tragedy of the commons in a 1968

landmark essay on the inevitable depletion of limited public resources (i.e. “the commons”) by unconstrained demands. In

absence of reasonable and mutually agreed upon restraints, basic human nature will drive individuals to satisfy their own interests

at the expense of the whole. In particular, when the individual benefit is focused and immediate and the obligation to replenish

what is taken is dispersed among a larger population, restraint cannot be normally expected. Hardin used the term tragedy to

describe not just the inevitable outcome, but also the remorseless and unavoidable progress of destruction once a certain 

tipping point had been reached. 

As American Airlines struggles

to reinvent itself, most of us

understand that the company’s

net financial output becomes a

“commons” which will be sub-

jected to the demands of many parties — shareholders, vendors, creditors, management, and labor. Managed correctly, these

claims can be dealt with in a fair and equitable manner. Managed poorly, unconstrained demands on the company’s limited

finances will have tragic consequences. American Airlines’ tenuous recovery depends highly on the discipline of its various

stakeholders from making unsustainable claims upon the company’s financial resources. Once any one stakeholder violates

that discipline, restraint can hardly be expected by the others.

We are now almost halfway through 2006 — a year in which most industry analysts predict AMR will post its first net profit

since 2000. I think it is important to reflect on not only how far our company has come, but also on how far it has yet to go.

Since 2003, the employees of American Airlines have engaged in an unprecedented experiment to restructure its operation

through a series of cooperative efforts as we sought to return our airline to a period of sustained profitability. The Allied Pilots

Association (APA), Transport Workers Union (TWU), and Association of Professional Flight Attendants (APFA) joined in this

effort because we realized that following the old patterns of management-labor relations would likely result in the same 

devastating outcome that has befallen virtually all of the other major network carriers since 2001. We also believed AMR CEO

Gerard Arpey was sincere in his desire to change AMR’s corporate culture. I believe both of those premises are still true! 

This effort has not been without controversy. Observers on both sides have insisted that management and labor must remain

natural opponents as we all fight for our respective pieces of the earnings pie. On the other hand, advocates of this collaborative

process have argued that the best chance American Airlines has to return to a position of strength within the industry is by

focusing the efforts of all employees — from the hangar to the flight deck to the front office — on fighting the competition

rather than each other. Admittedly, this has been a fragile coalition. The temptation to simply revert to traditional and familiar

methods — however dysfunctional and unsuccessful they may be — is always present. Nevertheless, as long as everyone

adhered to the principles of shared sacrifice and shared reward, we were able to make some real progress toward the goal of

renewed viability and financial health.

Along the way, we have had some notable successes and some disappointing failures. In great part due to the continuing
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...unconstrained demands on
the company’s limited finances

will have tragic consequences.
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sacrifices of AA employees, our airline is now the only major U.S. network carrier that has not undergone the 

disruptive process of bankruptcy reorganization. Our collective efforts have been widely recognized and praised

by industry observers, and investor confidence in AMR’s future is the primary reason behind AMR’s stellar stock

performance over the past year. Unfortunately, this optimism and sense of progress has also created a great 

temptation for others to prematurely lay claim to future profits. All our hard work to date is now on the verge 

of collapse.

On one level, the recent dispute over management’s Performance Unit Plan (PUP) involved the enforcement of

the legal contract made by management and labor in the 2003 restructuring agreements. On this point, thanks to

a stellar effort by APA’s general counsel and others, labor won a clear, though strictly technical, victory. Your contract

was well-defended. Management cannot now make unrestricted claims upon this airline’s precious cash resources.

On another and more important level, however, this dispute was also about enforcing a social contract necessary 

for maintaining the discipline required to keep AMR’s financial recovery on track. On this point, we have thus 

far failed. 

While management tends to focus on quantifiable assets and liabilities, certain intangibles are also critical to our

company’s long-term success. Mutual trust, goodwill, enthusiasm, self-restraint, and innovation are also necessary —

but limited — resources that cannot be easily replenished once squandered. In a misguided attempt to defend

their compensation structure while demanding further sacrifices of rank-and-file employees, senior management

has depleted these intangibles to the breaking point and sharply diminished their moral authority to lead. That is 

precisely the opposite of what our airline needs at this moment in our struggle to do what is necessary to return

to long term financial health. 

In the aftermath of the executive compensation controversy, our principal question is, “Where do we go from here?”

Understandably, now that senior managers have decided to enrich themselves, there will be a great temptation for

APA and every other stakeholder to make their own claims for what wealth remains. Unfortunately, this process

can easily devolve into a squabble over the carcass of a once great airline as each party attempts to justify its claim

to some rightful share.

Ironically, the answer to this

problem may be as simple to

identify as it will be difficult to

execute. In his essay, Professor

Hardin noted that the most

important solutions to the tragedy of the commons are primarily moral and not technical. From a technical 

perspective, I believe that both management and labor currently possess enough information to make the rational

decisions required to “fix the factory.” Unfortunately, management’s blindness to the social or ethical dimensions

of their recent behavior has led us down a path where the discussion is largely dominated by our individual weaknesses

rather than our collective strengths. Anger, greed, envy, pride, blame-fixing and an overarching sense of entitlement

to wealth yet unearned may very well doom the great American experiment. We are not suffering from a dearth of

ideas as much as a crisis of leadership.

APA’s pilots have done their part and more in this recovery effort. Labor has contributed our sweat and our

ideas. We have carried the increasing stress of a lean operation on our backs. We have been willing to delay our

own gratification while American Airlines found its footing. Our pilots were willing to work with management

and other labor groups as long as we shared a common goal and a common vision. However, we are no longer

willing to collaboratively work with or for a management team that insists on elevating itself to a protected class

who “wins” regardless of the outcome. We are not, nor have we ever been, willing to subsidize someone else’s

profit at our expense. (continued on page 23)

We are not, nor have we ever been,
willing to subsidize someone

else’s profit at our expense.
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from the VICE PRESIDENT
BY FIRST OFFICER SAM BERTLING, APA VICE PRESIDENT

Where Are We Going? When American Airlines management and

labor leaders first began testing the waters of the collaborative process that eventually became known as “Working

Together,” I wrote an editorial for the APA News Digest warning of a well-known obstacle to change called the “layer

of clay.” Specifically, I wrote, “This phenomenon describes middle management during the corporate change process. During

this time period senior management is energized, committed and engaged in the change effort and the workers are likewise

energized. Unfortunately, as all of this energy is transmitted into the organization, it gets absorbed by this ‘layer of clay’ between

senior management and the workers.”

The layer of clay concept is based on a presumption that senior management and line employees are eager to change

the way business is done, and but for the lethargic middle management ranks, this change would occur. I warned that

this intervening layer of resistance would be the primary threat to our efforts to return American Airlines to a position

of strength within the industry. As events played out, my prediction was generally accurate with one minor surprise. 

The mild surprise is that parts of middle management have been more receptive to change than I thought possible.

I have had the opportunity to meet and work with many mid-level management employees, and quite a few of them

share both our hopes and our frustrations. There are managers that wholeheartedly embrace and recognize the benefits

of a more inclusive approach to decision making, and also wince at some of the decisions that come from those 

individuals who stubbornly adhere to the traditional top-down model. Unfortunately, the pockets of progressive

thinking in middle management are scarce in the departments that directly affect our daily lives. It was also my original

expectation that resistance to change would be concentrated in a well-defined layer of middle management. In reality,

it seems the problem exists in localized pockets dispersed throughout the organization — from the most senior managers

down to rank-and-file employees.

No one should be surprised that an established company like AMR would be resistant to dramatic culture change.

Unlike my prediction, however, the “layer of clay” phenomenon has not been the greatest obstacle to that change.

The greatest obstacle has been the almost complete lack of a strong, definitive roadmap of the future communicated

plainly from the top and backed up with action that is consistent with that roadmap.

The “Turnaround Plan” is not a roadmap. “Involve, Discuss, Share” is not a roadmap. “Working Together” is not

a roadmap. At best, these are tools to navigate a roadmap. At worst, they are just words from an organization that

has no idea of exactly where it is headed. They do not respond to the simplest questions that we should all be able

to recite the answers to. Who is AA’s primary customer? Is AA focused on expanding or shrinking? Internationally 

or domestically? Where does AA

plan to be five years from now? 

Without a cohesive view of

the future, there is no sense of

purpose or direction and neither

management nor line employees

have a firm understanding of the

goal or how that goal benefits their individual interests. This uncertainty leaves managers at all levels free to pick and

choose between the “new way” and the “old way” as it suits their personal tastes. As a result, pockets of resistance,

these lumps of clay, remain largely intact and continue to suck all of the energy out of the change (continued on page 25)

Without a cohesive view of
the future, there is no sense
of purpose or direction...
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By now, most of you have received your AX award checks. I’d like to take this opportunity to let you know

just how much work went into distributing the AX award and to personally thank everyone on the APA team

who worked so hard.

First, let me make it clear that APA has never been structured to distribute checks like this. While we regularly

process payroll for our staff, our payroll system was never designed to facilitate payments to people residing in

virtually every state of the union, plus a couple of foreign countries.  

Since the IRS required us to act like an employer, we had to research a multitude of state tax issues. Another 

burden placed on the Association was the collection of taxpayer information. We decided that the most efficient

and most accurate means to do this was to set up the Web page that most of you used. Of course, we had to

accommodate non-members and those members who refuse to agree to APA’s Web site acceptable use policy,

so we created an alternate paper method as well. 

We had to coordinate with several outside vendors. KPMG helped us with the myriad of tax filing and

reporting issues. ADP printed all the individual checks. We hired temporary staff to assist our employees with

envelope stuffing.

To help with communicating, we put our print shop to use creating the inserts that went with the checks.

We also used our communications team to create awareness among the pilots. I’m sure all of this helped us get

more than 3,000 requests within 24 hours of the Web page going live.

So far we’ve processed more than 13,000 checks, and answered more than 1,300 individual questions (most

within 24 hours of receipt). Our team continues today to pursue the 400 or so pilots who have yet to contact us.

I realize this isn’t the most exciting column, but please take the time to read each of the names below (which

I copied from the executive administrator’s report to the Board of Directors). In some fashion, each of them

touched your life. Those with an asterisk played an especially critical role.
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A Mammoth Task

BY FIRST OFFICER JIM EATON, APA SECRETARY-TREASURER
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Pilots Who Have Not Received
Their Share of the AX Award

The deadline to claim awards is June 30, 2006
Beginning in October 2001 and continuing for 18

months, AMR was found in violation of APA’s contract.
AA exceeded the codeshare ASM and block hour limits on
regional carriers imposed by the contract due to furloughs
which occurred on Oct. 1, 2001. 

Although the violation was found not to include any
f lying that AA pilots would have
f lown, the arbitrator decided in
APA’s favor and awarded APA 
liquidated damages for the 
violation. Since there was no past
precedent on how these damages
would be calculated, it was
decided that a formula based on
apportionment pay was the most
appropriate method. Under the
formula, APA was awarded a sum
of approximately $23 million. 

In accordance with directions
from the APA Board of Directors,
the net distributable amount
(NDA) has been divided among
13,711 pilots — which included the
pilots of AA who were employed
during the violation. The board
also established a seniority-based
distribution schedule.

The entire process has cost the Association approximately
$610,000. Included in that amount were the costs of the
arbitration, legal fees, dealing with the Internal Revenue
Service ruling, consulting fees and investment expenses
through August 2005. The cost of the actual distribution
has been approximately $260,000, bringing the total
expenses to just under $900,000.

The Internal Revenue Service decided that the award
constituted wages and, as such, was subject to all appropriate
taxes (employer FICA, unemployment, employee FICA,

federal and state income). APA has therefore withheld
$6.7 million in employee taxes and $2.1 million in
employer taxes.

The average payout has been $1,600. Each pilot’s share
is distributed at a variable ratio of 1.5:1, beginning with
the most-senior pilot and proceeding through the most-

junior pilot. 
As of March 1, APA distributed

more than 12,000 checks — but
has yet to hear from all eligible
pilots. 

APA has been making a 
concerted effort to locate all
remaining pilots who have not
yet contacted the union about
their share of the award, with 
particular emphasis on pilots on
military leave of absence and
medical disability.

If you believe you are eligible
for a share of the award, you must
submit your information via the
secure AX award Web site at
https://axaward.alliedpilots.org.
To receive his or her share of the
award, a pilot must verify their
name and provide their tax address,

mailing address (if different from tax address), Social
Security number and telephone number. 

Please note: pilots who are non-members or members
who have not signed the APA Web site Acceptable Use
Policy must print the confirmation page and have the
page notarized and mailed to APA, Attn: AX Awards at
14600 Trinity Blvd., Suite 500, Fort Worth, TX 76155.

All pilots who have received an AX award will receive a
Form W-2 in early 2007 for tax year 2006.

The deadline for submitting
information to APA is June 30,
2006. After that date, any
unclaimed funds will become
the property of APA. 

For more information about
the APA AX award, or for help 
with submitting a request for
payment:

1.800.323.1470

axaward@hq.alliedpilots.org

ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS:
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The primary purpose of Flight Operations Quality

Assurance (FOQA) is to improve flight crew perform-

ance, air carrier training programs and operating 

procedures, air traffic control procedures, maintenance,

airport design, and aircraft operations and design. In

order to fulfill these objectives, an airline needs to

analyze flight data from typical day-to-day flight

operations and not just after an accident as is common

today. A FOQA program consists of three major ele-

ments: airborne systems, ground systems and process

systems. These basic elements are then further broken

down into smaller segments. The airborne system

includes a process to capture and transfer digital flight

data, while the ground system includes a process to

de-identify digital flight data, change the digital data

into engineering units, and produces formats for

analysis. A typical FOQA program is managed by a

FOQA manager, an analyst(s) and a FOQA monitoring

team (also referred to as an exceedance guidance team,

FOQA steering committee, or in our case, an event

review team). The monitoring team consists of pilots,

management and union representatives. Typically, a

member from the pilot’s union is designated the

“gatekeeper.” This person is responsible for the security

of the identified data, and is usually the only person

that can link FOQA data to an individual flight or

crewmember. The monitoring team can also include

representatives from engineering, maintenance, flight

standards and some include the Federal Aviation

Administration. With this new safety tool, the airline

will be able to identify a variety of new safety issues,

reduce operating costs and overall improve the 

efficiency of its operation.

DATA CAPTURE

The first step of a FOQA program is to capture the

aircraft’s raw digital flight data. On modern digital

aircraft, the outputs from various sensors and avionics

systems are connected to a digital flight data acquisition

unit (DFDAU). The DFDAU formats the mandatory

data frame sets and sends them to the aircraft’s digital

flight data recorder (DFDR) and, if equipped, to an

expanded quick access recorder (QAR). The data or

“parameters” collected and recorded are generally the

same as those recorded on a typical aircraft DFDR,

such as “landing gear position” or “altitude,” but in

some cases may include hundreds of other parameters.

Mathematical algorithms may also be used to calculate

immeasurable parameters such as side loads on the

aircraft’s vertical fin. As you know, the FAA requires a

transport aircraft to be equipped with a flight data

recorder (FDR). However, a FDR is only required to

record between 16 and 29 parameters, depending on

the aircraft model, and 88 parameters for aircraft

manufactured after 1997. In addition, FDRs are also

normally able to record only 25 hours of flight data.

Also, FDRs were not initially designed for their data

to be easily accessible and regularly downloaded.

Instead, they were designed to survive the extreme

conditions of an aircraft accident and to preserve its

data for an investigation. For those reasons, and

many others, an older model FDR alone would not be

adequate for data collection purposes. However, a quick

access recorder does not have those limitations and

can record from 200 to more than 500 parameters. On

average, QARs can also capture between 100 and 200

hours of flight data. Data can be recorded on a variety

of mediums, including removable optical disks, tape

cartridges or PCMCIA flash memory cards. Although

a QAR would be ideal for data collection purposes,

not all aircraft are equipped with them. Currently,

American Airlines uses Austin Digital’s portable copy

recorder (PCR) to extract and download flight data

directly from both older model FDRs and newer 

digital FDRs.

DATA TRANSFER

Transferring the digital flight data for download is

the second step in a FOQA program. The raw digital

data can be transferred to two locations: 1) the specific

FOQA 101 —
Safer Flying Through Data

BY CURT LEWIS, P. E., CSP, AA MANAGER SYSTEM SAFETY
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airline’s central data station (CDS) or 2) ground data

replay and analysis system (GDRAS), depending on

the airline’s FOQA hardware. This is typically done by

physically removing the disk or card from the aircraft’s

QAR or DFDAU during periodic servicing and placing

it into a remote data station (RDS). Data is usually

retrieved on schedules ranging from three to 20 days.

The RDS downloads, encrypts and transmits the raw

data over a highly secured network to the CDS. The

data mediums (optical disk/PCMCIA card) are then

reformatted, erasing all flight data and accompanying

identification tags, and placed back on the aircraft

for further recording. Some airlines have found that

a wireless data link alternative is more cost efficient,

and has the added benefit of eliminating any physical

handling and transporting of the flight data, as well

as improving data timeliness. Options being explored

by American Airlines for this solution include Wireless

GoundLink by Teledyne and Connexion by Boeing.

DATA ANALYSIS

Once the raw digital flight data is captured and

transferred, it is then uploaded for processing and

analysis at the airline’s ground data replay and analysis

system (GDRAS). The first step is to de-identify the

flight data by removing specific flight information,

i.e. flight number/date, and placing it into a secure

database that only the highest security level user will

have access to. Data retention can range from 30 days

to one year depending on the safety department needs

and the agreement between the airline and pilot union.

The next step is analysis of the data, which usually takes

three forms: 1) continuous comparison of flight profile

as well as engine and systems operation with a set of

defined parameters in order to detect exceedances

(events); 2) compilation of data to obtain an accurate

overall picture of the operation and the condition of

engines and systems; and 3) diagnostics, research and

incident investigation. Using set parameters, the 

system will automatically detect abnormal events, or

“operational exceedances,” which indicate flight

operations outside the normal flight envelope. These set

parameters can either be taken from a previous airline’s

experience in FOQA analysis or from specified

parameters provided by an aircraft manufacturer. Of

course, an airline may change these parameters to fit

their specific type of flight operation.

Three different levels of severity — ranging from

minor deviations to major deviations — will be used to

classify these exceedance events. For example, a major

deviation might trigger if an aircraft, on approach, is

at 500 feet AGL, flaps only set mid-range, and Vref +60

knots. Once an event is identified as an “exceedance,”

the FOQA Event Review Team will determine its validity

and further investigate if necessary. The review team

will generally consist of line pilots who bring several

years of flying experience to the review process and

give a unbiased, fair review of an operational

exceedance. After an extensive review has occurred,

the FOQA team will recommend corrective actions,

which may include flight-crew training, operating

procedure changes and/or equipment modifications.

Trend analysis information can also be derived from

the flight data. A FOQA program can monitor fuel

efficiency, identifying out-of-trim airframe configu-

rations, enhance engine condition monitoring, noise

abatement compliance, rough runway surfaces, and

aircraft structural fatigue. A 1-degree out-of trim 

airframe can cause that aircraft to burn an extra 45

pounds per hour, resulting in an extra $10,000 a year

in fuel cost alone. Previous FOQA programs have also

documented cases of unusual autopilot disconnects,

GPWS warnings, excessive rotation rates on take-off,

unstabilized approaches, and hard landings. A visual

software program may also be included with the

GDRAS system to provide the FOQA Event Review

Team with real-time, interactive, graphical depictions

of flight data. A typical visualization program will

allow a user to re-enact a flight with synchronized 2D

and 3D displays showing detailed models of aircraft,

actual runways and surrounding terrain. A user will

also be able to view the cockpit instruments and 

navigational charts on the same screen and synchro-

nized. These visualizations will help the FOQA Event

Review Team better understand an event derived

from the flight data. The software also offers the 

possibility of use as a simulator de-briefing tool,

enabling pilots to review their performances. There

are numerous vendors that offer this type of software,

from FlightViz by SimAuthor to FltMaster by System

Ware, Inc.

If you have questions regarding FOQA, please e-mail

foqa@alliedpilots.org
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This article takes its genesis from problems rising

at Wilcox Field and the associated f light safety rami-

fications on our daily operations. The more we dug,

observed and investigated, the more we found the

problems are not site-specific, but systemic across

our entire American Airlines operation.

For that reason, we’ve expanded our perspective 

to encompass the whole bundle, but our specific

examples will relate to Wilcox Field and its complex

ground operations, new taxi routings, and dynamic

and ever-changing airspace structure.

Some will be offended because they will perceive

we are picking on them personally and they will

resent our appearance of “being in your face.” 

Some will blow us off because they think we surely

can’t be talking about them.

Bummer! But please read along for the comic value.

For the other 98 percent, we believe you will read this

article and say, “I can do that,” and we will all benefit

from your professionalism, insight and assistance.

Oh yeah, Wilcox Field. One of our busiest hubs,

the gateway to South America and the Caribbean,

and made famous by Leo’s memorable walk through

the old concourse with the “stewardesses” in Catch

Me If You Can. Welcome to Miami International

Airport — 2006!

Since 2000 (and no, we are not going to blame

Sept. 11 for these issues), our industry has undergone

numerous challenges and tests, and faced many

obstacles which are far beyond our control. We don’t

like it, but we have to live with it. We’ve heard all of

the excuses:

1. The government is at fault!

2. Management should have been smarter!

3. We’re getting ripped off by the fuel companies!

4. I took a 35 percent pay cut! (OK, that was my 

wife’s comment but….)

5. Did we mention that it is the government’s fault?

Well, we can’t argue with any of these opinions.

Even if we could, we wouldn’t because that’s not the

point of this article. 

What matters is that we still have to live within the

system we are dealt and that’s where the genesis of

this article evolves from. Ladies and gentlemen,

frankly we are not doing a very good job in many

aspects of our daily cockpit duties and much of it

revolves around our discipline (or lack thereof!).

Radio discipline and frequency saturation are big

problems at many high-density airports and with the

implementation of RVSM, the problem is popping

up in the Enroute structure. (Hey guys and gals, he took

the handoff — he knows you’re there. Be patient!) 

During a recent evening rush on MIA Approach

Control’s 120.5 Mhz, we (my trusty National Safety

Committee FO and I) conservatively estimated that

between 30 percent to 40 percent of the radio trans-

missions were completely unnecessary and caused by

a lack of discipline (is he throwing that in our faces

again?). Yes, we are courteous, kind and sometimes

cute on the radios. But many of the times we lack —

no, wait for it — discipline.

This is an ongoing problem at all of our hub

airports and is even evident at our slower stations,

but the effects are less noticeable.

ATIS REPORTING — (Ah, that’s for the other guy)

The Pilot/Controller Glossary eloquently defines

ATIS as:

AUTOMATIC TERMINAL INFORMATION SERVICE

[ICAO]- The provision of current, routine information to

COCKPIT RADIO DISCIPLINE —
“To Be or Not to Be”

BY CAPTAIN BEN RICH, APA SAFETY COMMITTEE 
AND CAPTAIN WILSON RIGGAN, CHAIRMAN, APA FAA AIR TRAFFIC PROCEDURES ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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ACCORDING TO MR. WEBSTER, dis-ci-pline (dis’e plin’, plen) n. [[ME < OFr descepline , disciplina , discipulus: see 

DISCIPLE]] 1 a branch of knowledge or learning 2 a) training that develops self-control, character, or orderliness and efficiency

b) strict control to enforce obedience 3 the result of such training or control; specif., a)self-control or control 4 a system

of rules, as for a church or monastic order 5 treatment that corrects or punishes -……
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arriving and departing aircraft by means of continuous

and repetitive broadcasts throughout the day or a 

specified portion of the day.

The Aeronautical Information Guide is more 

specific — Paragraph 4-1-13(d). Automatic Terminal

Information Service (ATIS) states:

Pilots should notify controllers on initial contact

that they have received the ATIS broadcast by repeating

the alphabetical code word appended to the broadcast.

Flight Manual Part I is much less specific. Chapter 11,

Section 2.1 basically says, “Hey, someone get the ATIS.”

Informal Wilcox Field surveys (me sitting in the

cockpit with a pencil and a pad of paper) concluded

that fewer than 50 percent of our American Airlines

crewmembers are complying with this requirement

on either taxi-out or arrival, greatly increasing the

number of unnecessary transmissions and causing

needless frequency saturation. OK, it’s not just the

AA folks who are guilty, and as stated before, this is

not a MIA-only problem.

Last night, (Jan. 1, 2006) yielded the following

two exchanges with MIA Approach Control (No,

really… These are the exact words:

“Miami Approach, American XXX, descending 

to one-six thousand.”

“American XXX, MIA Approach, roger,

Information Kilo is current.”

“We have Kilo, XXX”

“American XXX, where are you parking?”

“American XXX is parking spot nine.”

“Roger American XXX, expect ILS Runway 

one two.”

THE OPPOSING VIEWPOINT

Miami Approach, American 1577 descending to

one-six thousand, information Kilo, Spot three,

requesting runway eight left.”

American 1577, MIA Approach, expect visual

approach runway eight left.”

Wow! Two things here! The ATIS Code and

requested runway. We will get to the runway discus-

sion later. 

As you can see, the latter transmission concisely

says it all and the controller’s response concludes the

communication. This exchange eliminated four need-

less transmissions and with CY 2005 daily operations

at MIA averaging 1,040 per day or a tad under

380,000 operations for the year, you can see the

potential benefits.

At MIA, it seems most tower controllers have given

up and just announce the current ATIS code on initial

contact with departures because so many crews fail to

report the code. Band-Aid fixes only serve to exacerbate

the problem because the ground controller’s trans-

mission is longer than required and the aircraft’s

response acknowledging the taxi instructions is

lengthened to redundantly state the ATIS code in

many cases.

We believe our aviators can meet this standard

with little effort!

RUNWAY EXIT PLANNING AFTER LANDING —
(Despite what my wife says, SPONTANEITY is not
always a good thing.)

A recent reorganization to Vol. 1 of our aircraft

OMs incorporated the following line under

Considerations Prior To Descent, “Initial turn off

and taxi considerations.” Exactly what does this mean?

From watching the FOs I f ly with, I’m beginning

to believe it means estimating where the aircraft will

slow to a normal taxi speed and where the crew can

exit the runway. OK, that’s a good beginning. 

We think the framers of the Constitution meant

just a little more, especially when landing west at ATL

or LAX, landing east at MIA or FLL, landing north or

south at DFW, and ORD is just a crapshoot. Maybe

we can be more efficient if we plan the best place for

us to exit the runway.

The Wilcox Field-based crews who average a MIA

landing on every second or third leg are familiar with

the traffic f lows associated with the normal easterly

operation. On the other hand, LAX or ORD interna-

tional crews on a Europe six-day trip and visiting the

Florida sunshine on a semi-annual basis may not be

quite as familiar.

(continued on next page)
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In an easterly operation, Taxiways Mike and November are primarily westbound for departing 

aircraft. The problem surfaces when Terminal A arrivals show up heading for Spots 1 or 2.

Wilcox-based folks know it is not unusual for Taxiway November to be blocked by pushbacks out of

Terminals A and C, necessitating departures to taxi westbound on Mike. Take a look at the MIA 10-9 insert

above (with the new spots — where did 4, 5 and 6 go?) and consider what can happen when an aircraft lands

on either of the “eights” and clears at M6 or M7 prior to turning “opposite direction” to taxi to Spots 1, 2, or

3 — GRIDLOCK! 

Realizing that not all of our membership frequents Wilcox Field on a routine basis, consider this. If you are

approaching from the east during the normal easterly landing configuration (oceanic or costal routing) and

you are parking on the north side (Terminals A, C or the north side of D), consider requesting Rwys 8L. The

tower knows you want 8R and will assign it if available.

If you are parking via the “new” spots 9 or 11 on the south side (the old spots 6 and 7 — don’t ask how they

came up with these numbers), consider requesting Rwy 12 for expedited access to your “spot.”

If you are a west arrival from over Worpp and parking on the north side, then the “eights” work for you too,

but a spot 9 or spot 11 entrance is best served by requesting Rwy 9, taking the “high speed” onto Taxiways

Victor, Uniform or Sierra and a short taxi to the entry spot. S
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This figure shows the new MIA Ramp Spots as of 22 Dec. 05.
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This Figure shows the easy access to the Ramp
from Rwy 9 via Victor, Uniform and Sierra.

MIA TRACON likes to utilize Rwy 12 for aircraft

arriving from the Atlantic side but during periods of

low traffic, Rwy 12 may be assigned to a west arrival

upon request.

I think you get the picture. A little pre-landing

f light planning can certainly minimize your taxi

times (and frustration) and eliminate numerous

unnecessary transmissions.

Like we said, MIA is not the only airport worthy of

these considerations and as you can see, “Initial turn

off and taxi considerations” can greatly enhance your

day (and save fuel through expedited and more 

efficient taxi routes — we just had to get the fuel 

savings commercial in).

PIREPS — (OK, this is a stretch because it is 
mostly enroute but you can have terminal PIREPS)

This one of my personal friction sources — just ask

my FOs. You are cruising along fat, dumb and happy

(OK, fat except the nine guys who still think the

Atkins diet is going to work), you just finished the

149th turkey wrap in the last four months (at least it’s

not pizza) and some inconsiderate clown interrupts

your meditation with the following transmission:

“Center, Delta 728 is getting moderate turbu-

lence, how are the rides?” (Well, it could be in the

terminal area.)

OK, you put down the turkey wrap, wipe the 

vinaigrette dressing off of your sleeve and start 20

questions. Where are the bumps? What altitude? For

how long? Is it really moderate? (…unsecured objects

move. Food service and walking is difficult. An ACARS

or radio report to dispatch is required.)

How would this transmission sound? “Denver

Center, American 1577 is picking up moderate chop

at f light level 350, 30 miles south of Falcon.”

Besides providing every aircraft on the frequency

with all of the facts, you have eliminated numerous

inquiries from the eavesdropping aircraft and set up the

controller to provide useful and accurate information

to aircraft coming onto the frequency.

CONCLUSION — (And you thought it was never
coming — let’s get to the real estate ads in the back 
of Flightline!)

While our statistics show we do a great job on a

daily basis, our ASAP reports show some of us are a

bit “distracted” when it comes to decision-making

and procedure adherence. There are numerous cases

documented where we missed having a tragic accident

by “just that much.” Some of it has been unavoidable,

but much of it is our own fault.

Distractions inundate us on a daily basis.

Bankruptcies, fuel costs, pension legislation, rumors

and personal family crises are a few of the subjects

being discussed (hopefully above 10,000 feet or with

the brakes parked).        

We hope you have gathered from this article that

while our world is being slammed from all directions,

the industry is continuing forward with increased

traffic, bigger challenges and future changes that will

require our full attention (JUST WHERE ARE THE

PAPERLESS COCKPITS — MY ROTATOR CUFFS

CAN’T TAKE THE 50 lb. KIT BAG MUCH LONGER).

Radio frequency saturation, situational awareness

and planning — both pref light and in f light — are

imperative to maintaining our safety record. A break-

down in any one of these areas can certainly expose

any of us to disastrous results, and we hope that this

article highlights the need to maintain our focus to

ensure a safe f light.

(Authors’ note: In 1997, retired American Airlines Captain John
Ruddy demonstrated a frequency anti-blocking device to the FAA that
would prevent a transmission from being initiated if the frequency was
already in use. With Captain Cecil Ewell’s support, one of our DC-10s
was outfitted and tested satisfactorily. Costs were very economical as
evidenced by Captain Ewell’s willingness to support the test installation
and testing. After the demo, the FAA refused to consider the program
for implementation or more testing and as a result, we are forced to
live with the frequency congestion we have today.)
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Recent agreements that affect our everyday operation

include the Bermuda II Agreement (1983), which

allocates trans-Atlantic f lights between London’s

Heathrow Airport and the United States to American,

United, Virgin Atlantic and British Airways, as well 

as an agreement 

with Ireland

which requires a

foreign carrier to

provide service to

Shannon, if they

wish to serve any

other city (e.g.

Dublin). The U.S.

has individual agreements with the member states of

the European Union and each agreement has its own

peculiarities, ranging from the restrictions previously

mentioned, to an “open skies” agreement like that

between the U.S. and Spain. Currently, there are “open

skies” style agreements with 15 of the 25 EU member

states. Now, though, the EU wants to negotiate a 

single treaty with the United States to create a uniform

standard of conduct for international f lying between

the two entities. The challenge to craft something

acceptable to all of the EU member states as well as

the U.S. is not an easy task. For example, some of 

the interests of the United States include removing

restrictions such as the governmental micromanage-

ment of market participants in the Bermuda II

Agreement.  

In 2003, this process reached a potential break-

through when the U.S. Departments of State (DOS)

and Transportation (DOT) felt that they had reached

a workable agreement with the European Union.

When the deal was taken to the EU member states,

however, the ministers of transportation for Germany

and the UK balked for various reasons (the issue of

Heathrow slots being a sticking point for the UK).

Because of this, that attempt for an all-encompassing

U.S.-EU Open Sky agreement failed. It is important

to note that in order to induce EU acceptance (to

“sweeten the pot”), the administration supported

proposals on the rule regarding foreign ownership in

U.S. carriers. 

This rule states that no foreign entity can own more

that 25 percent of the controlling stake in a U.S. carrier

and not own more that 49 percent of any stake

(sometimes referred to the 25/49 rule). Specifically,

the administration wanted to entertain concepts of

increasing the percentage of foreign ownership allowed.

At the same time, Congress changed the criteria by

which foreign involvement would be judged in the

review and origination of U.S. air carrier certificates.

Specifically, they added the word “actual” in front of

the word “control,” to specify that regardless of the

percentage ownership, a foreign entity or individual

could not exercise inf luence over the direction and

execution of business in a U.S. carrier.

Last year, the U.S. and the Counsel of Ministers of

Transportation for the EU met again in another

“OPEN SKIES” —
Foreign Ownership

BY CAPTAIN ROBERT COFFMAN, LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

Background: Since the very first days of aircraft making the transit from continent to continent with paying passengers aboard, the

governments of those nations have negotiated treaties protecting various interests in the operation of those f lights. In the United

States, the authority to make aviation accords international is divided between Congress and the Department of Transportation with

the FAA responsible for implementation. The Department of State, in concert with the Department of Transportation, negotiates

agreements between the United States and foreign sovereignties over the conduct of international f light, within the framework 

provided by Congress. Congress oversees this framework through several committees, including the House Committee on Transportation

and Infrastructure’s aviation subcommittee and the Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee’s aviation subcommittee.
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attempt to negotiate a deal. Late last year, they

appeared to have reached a tentative agreement. 

APA was given the unique opportunity to attend

these discussions as well as meetings with the under-

secretaries of the State and Transportation depart-

ments responsible for crafting this agreement. In

order for this tentative agreement of U.S./EU open

skies to be ratified, each of the EU’s ministers of

transportation must gain permission from their

respective governments before the next meeting (in

the summer of 2006). 

Like the previous tentative agreement, this one is

loosely affiliated with the issue of foreign ownership.

Simultaneous to the announcement of this latest

iteration, the DOT submitted a Notice of Proposed

Rule Making (NPRM) to change the federal aviation

regulations governing the interpretation of “actual

control.” Typically, a change to the FARs does not

require congressional approval or action. There is

insistence from the DOT and DOS that this 

submission is independent of the U.S./EU open skies

agreement. However, they (DOT/DOS) acknowledge

that passage of the open skies agreement is unlikely

without U.S. passage of the proposed interpretation

of “actual control.”

It is extremely important to understand exactly how

the DOT has chosen to interpret “actual control.” The

Department of Transportation has asked the FAA to

consider that “actual control” would be very narrowly

defined as only control over safety, security, CRAF

(Civil Reserve Air Fleet), and control of the corporate

documents (corporate charter documents and the

like). All other aspects of the carrier, from financial to

operational control and oversight, could conceivably

be conducted by a foreign entity working within the

current 25/49 rule structure. Clearly, this is not what

Congress intended and could be interpreted as an “end

run” around Congress. During the NPRM comment

period, APA filed a formal public response opposing

the NPRM. ALPA has also been working against any

change to the existing language. In Congress, Rep.

Jim Oberstar (D-Minn.) introduced legislation, H.R.

4542, and Sen. Daniel Inouye (D-Hawaii) introduced

S. 2135, companion bills that call for a one-year delay

on the consideration of the NPRM. 

This action by DOT resulted in the House aviation

subcommittee holding a hearing on U.S./EU open

skies and the NPRM from DOT on foreign ownership

on Feb. 8, 2006. This hearing generated a lot of interest

with a significant number of the subcommittee

members on hand, as well as a packed audience. APA

representatives were also in attendance. 

On the NPRM, there are two areas of congres-

sional objections:

1 The mechanism of change, specifically the 

administration’s attempt to go around Congress 

through an administrative rule change and 

“interpretation” of the law. The majority 

congressional opinion was that DOT does not 

have the authority to enact this NPRM. The 

representatives from the administration — 

Jeffery Shane, under secretary of transportation 

for policy, and John Byerly, deputy assistant 

secretary of state — disagree.

2 The subject of the change, specifically the ability 

of foreign nationals to control all commercial 

aspects of a U.S. air carrier. This was hotly 

contested, and opinions of the impact varied. 

There were those who believe the impact would 

be almost insignificant and there are those, like 

Rep. Oberstar, who believe that “this is the most 

important policy decision to face the aviation 

subcommittee since deregulation.” Rep. Oberstar

has a long and noteworthy congressional history 

in the airline and transportation-related 

committees, and his comment should give us 

pause, the majority congressional opinion again 

being that the subject was too important and 

complex not to be considered by Congress and 

did not belong in the hands of DOT.

The APA Legislative Affairs Committee will be

monitoring the situation and will keep you

informed. 

Further Reading: Visit www.house.gov/transportation/

aviation/02-08-06/02-08-06memo.html for further

information and testimony on this important issue.

www.house.gov/transportation/aviation/02-08-06/02-08-06memo.html
www.house.gov/transportation/aviation/02-08-06/02-08-06memo.html
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Now that Canada is enforcing its immigration laws

more stringently than ever before as a result of the

terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, f lying a sequence

into any Canadian airport just might be a problem if

you’ve ever been convicted of driving under the

inf luence, driving while intoxicated or had a felony

conviction — and possibly even if you’ve just been

charged with a crime and not convicted.

Canadian law prohibits anyone from entering

Canada if the person has had a felony conviction,

even if it was outside of Canada. This can even include

a conviction that may not be a felony in the U.S.,

because if a crime is considered a felony in Canada,

immigration officers can deny entry. That is why even

though DUI and DWI convictions are usually consid-

ered misdemeanors here in the U.S., Canada considers

all DUI and DWI convic-

tions felonies punishable

up to five years in prison.

That means that if you’ve

been convicted of a DUI or

DWI, you are considered a

felon in Canada. Even if

you had a conviction as a

juvenile, if you were tried

as an adult for a felony, that fact will be considered.

In addition to convictions, Canadian authorities may

request details of charges that were withdrawn or 

dismissed, as well as details of a suspended driver’s

license in determining whether to allow entry into

their country.

So, if you’ve been thinking about bidding on

f lights to Canada or you’re already f lying there, be

careful if you have ever been convicted of a crime,

had your driver’s license suspended, or even if you’ve

been charged with a crime and not convicted! You

never know if you’ll be chosen to have a background

check. The immigration officers have total discretion

on who they decide to check out. 

If you do have a qualifying conviction from their

perspective, and you still want to go to Canada, there

are steps you can take to obtain special permission to

enter. If a person has had only one conviction and it

has been at least 10 years since all sentences for the

conviction were completed (including fines or 

restitution paid and/or jail time completed) and the

conviction did not involve any serious property damage,

physical harm to a person, or any type of weapon,

then the person may apply for “deemed rehabilitation”

at a Canadian port of entry. The immigration officer

decides whether an application will be approved, so

there is still no guarantee of entry.

There is also an “individual rehabilitation” appli-

cation with the same provisions as the “deemed 

rehabilitation,” except the person may have two or

fewer convictions and only five years since all 

sentences were completed.

This application must be

completed in advance and

can take up to one year 

to process. 

If you need to enter

Canada on a regular basis

and you have a conviction,

the best avenue may be to

apply for a temporary resident permit, which can be

obtained through a Canadian consulate in the U.S. It

will still be up to the Canadian immigration officers

to determine if you should be approved for such a 

permit. Since this permit can take between six months

to one year to get processed, this needs to be applied

for well in advance of your planned entries into

Canada. Once approved, this permit can be updated

every six months. For more detailed information on

entry into Canada, visit the Canadian citizenship

and immigration Web site at www.cic.gc.ca

For all of you f lying into Canada, stay safe — and

that includes taking the proper precautions to ensure

that if the immigration officers check you out, you

won’t be stopped from entering their country!

CANADIAN LAW — What You Need
to Know Before Entering Canada

BY THE APA LEGAL DEPARTMENT
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www.cic.gc.ca
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Guest Editorial
The Hijacking of Pan Am Flight 93

By Captain Holland L. Redfield

Sept. 6, 1970 was a dark day in international 
aviation history.

n At 7:17 a.m., a TWA Boeing 707, en route from 
Frankfurt, West Germany to New York, was 
hijacked and forced to divert to Amman, Jordan.
Passengers and crew were held hostage, then 
released six days later, prior to the airplane’s 
demolition.

n At 7:30 a.m., an El Al Israel 707, en route from 
Tel Aviv to New York, via Amsterdam, experienced
an unsuccessful hijack attempt. One hijacker was
killed in hand-to-hand scuff ling. The f light 
diverted to London because of a badly wounded
steward.

n At 8:14 a.m., a Swissair Douglas DC-8, en route
from Zurich to New York, was also forced to 
divert to Amman, where its passengers were held
hostage for six days and released. The plane 
was blown up. 

n At 10 a.m., a Pan American World Airways Boeing
747, en route from Brussels, Belgium to New 
York, was hijacked after an intermediate stop at
Amsterdam. It was diverted to Beirut, Lebanon,
then Cairo, Egypt, where it was destroyed. 

n On the same day, a British Overseas Airways 
Corporation (BOAC) Vickers VC-10, en route 
from Bombay to London was diverted to 
Amman, shortly after takeoff from a stopover 
in Bahrain. As with the previous two aircraft, 
this English aircraft was also blown up. 

The following is an account of Pan American’s Flight
93, as experienced by my good friend and fellow
pilot Paul Lachapelle. 

Captain Lachapelle had just completed a two-week
assignment f lying the routes of Air Congo, operating
a Pan Am 707 leased to the airline. The crew’s last trip
terminated at Brussels, Belgium, where they joined
Pan Am Flight 93 for return to their New York domicile. 

Lachapelle and his crew boarded the 747 not
knowing that they were about to become involved in
one of the first political hijackings carried out by an
Arab guerrilla group known as The Popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP). As he embarked,
Lachapelle eagerly accepted an invitation to the cockpit
of the new jumbo jet, N752PA, Clipper Fortune.

Following a 35-minute f light to Amsterdam and
routine ground servicing, the 747 taxied away from
the Schiphol Airport passenger terminal and headed
for its departure runway. Occupying the observer’s
seat directly behind Captain Priddy and First Off icer
Pat Levix, Lachapelle was enjoying the company of
his two pilot friends and Flight Engineer Julius
Dzuiba. He knew them all, having shared cockpits
on other aircraft types over the years.

Suddenly, the pilots were instructed to stop and
hold their position. An unusual message, received
from the control tower, informed the captain that
three aircraft had already been hijacked that morning.
In addition, two passengers aboard Flight 93 had been
denied passage aboard an earlier departing El Al 707
because they had been viewed as suspicious persons. 

Captain Priddy requested permission to switch over
to Pan Am’s f light dispatch frequency. He was given
the names of these men, but no details of what their
suspicious nature might be. After some discussion
among the f light deck occupants, he paged the two
individuals via the public address system, with the
intent to question them. Departing the f light deck,
Priddy asked Lachapelle to accompany him to the
main cabin below. 

The two descended via the circular staircase, and
strode aft, checking the economy section first. Upon
returning to the first-class compartment, they were
confronted by the two men whom El Al had earlier
refused to carry.

They identified themselves (continued on next page)

S P E C I A L  F E A T U R E
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as Gueye and Diop. Both had Arabic features and were
well dressed, with jackets and ties. A conversation
followed, during which routine questions were
asked. Where were they from? Where were they
going? Did they object to being searched? After readily
agreeing, both men were carefully frisked. 

Then, at nearby seats apparently occupied by the
two, an additional careful check was made, including
personal belongings, seat pockets and the surrounding
area; everything appeared harmless and normal.
Apologies were offered and accepted, and the two
pilots returned to the cockpit. Shortly thereafter,
Clipper Fortune was airborne and climbing westward
for New York.

What was not known was that, upon being paged,
the two men had casually moved from their originally
assigned seats — three rows from the front — to the
unoccupied row at the back of first-class. There had
been adequate time to carry out the seat exchange
while Priddy and Lachapelle proceeded through the
747’s aft cabins. Also, it was not known that the two
wore crotch holsters and had stashed hand grenades
at their originally assigned seats.

During the climb-out, a minor course deviation was
accomplished to avoid an area of possible turbulence.
Ground controllers quickly asked Flight 93’s crew if
a hijacking was taking place. 

With Flight 93 nearing its assigned cruising altitude,
Lachapelle thanked the pilots, excused himself, and
rejoined his crew on the main deck. As he sat down,
Lachapelle noticed that the two under suspicion were
not in the last row of seats any longer, but had moved
across the aisle and up to the front of first-class.

A short time later, Gueye was seen leaving his seat.
He walked aft and up the spiral staircase to the
lounge directly behind the cockpit. Priddy had asked
Lachapelle to keep an eye on things, so he decided to
investigate. Along with First Officer Fitzgerald, he 
followed them upstairs and took nearby seats. 

Gueye was obviously nervous, sweating profusely
and casting quick glances at others in the lounge.
Suddenly, he leaped from his seat, pulled and cocked a
revolver, and placed it a few inches from Lachapelle’s
forehead. “We are taking over this airplane!” he shouted,

motioning those in the lounge to get below, “or
someone will get killed!” Still shaking and screaming,
he held a stewardess with his arm around her neck.

Lachapelle, seated nearest the stairway, was first to
reach the main deck, but was immediately met by the
other terrorist, Diop, who pointed a gun at him.
Ranting and raving, the hijacker threatened to kill
anyone who did not quickly move aft through the
divider curtain, into the 747’s economy section.
Gesturing and speaking at the same time, he produced
a hand grenade. Then, with the little finger of the same
hand that held a gun, he pulled the grenade’s safety pin.
Constant squeezing hand pressure was now required
to prevent the grenade from detonating; a momentary
relaxation could blow the plane out of the sky. 

On the 747’s main deck, 152 passengers and 14
cabin crew members were now well aware of what
was taking place. Up on the f light deck, Captain
Priddy, with a pistol to his head and an armed
grenade nearby, had been ordered to change course
and proceed to Beirut, Lebanon. The airplane droned
on as darkness fell. 

Gueye later changed locations with Diop, and
patrolled the main cabin. He established a base of
operation at the foot of the spiral staircase, ordering
a stewardess to bring him the 18-inch-long machetes
and the hand axes which were part of the airplane’s
emergency equipment. Later, he demanded that all
passenger passports be brought forward. The hijacker
apparently was searching for those of the Jewish
faith, military personnel, and anyone with possible
political affiliations. Several were summoned for
direct questioning. 

Finally, Lachapelle and his deadheading crew were
queried about their ability to f ly the 747, in case 
anything happened to those on the f light deck above.

All three pilots sensed the need to convince Gueye
of their inability to f ly and land this very complex,
monstrous aircraft on a moment’s notice. The sincerity
of their words was vital, lest the f light deck crew be
considered expendable.

Three hours went by, with Gueye continuing his
patrol. Meals were served and the cabin activity
remained near-normal. The public address system

S P E C I A L  F E A T U R E
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came to life as Priddy was permitted to speak to his
passengers. He told them that the f light was no
longer under his control, and that they were headed
for Beirut, nearly 2,000 miles from their Brussels
departure point. 

The f light proceeded into the night, with all the
747’s systems performing perfectly. At 9 p.m. Beirut
time — five hours after departing Amsterdam — the
hijacked 747 began to circle, 27,000 feet above the
city. For two hours, it orbited over its new destination,
first in one direction, then the other. 

Diop used the airplane’s radio and threatened to
blow up the 747, forcing airport personnel to contact
the Beirut PFLP and get their members into the control
tower where he could communicate with them. Many
minutes went by as those on the radio endeavored to
sort out who was talking to whom. There was confusion
and doubt because of the code words — all in Arabic —
used for the names of the PLFP members. Improper use
of equipment continually blocked off transmissions,
adding to the chaos. 

The PFLP had not anticipated the Pan Am 747 as
a prize, nor had any plans been made for a hijacked
airplane to come to Beirut. The Popular Front operative
in the control tower had to be convinced that Diop
and Gueye were part of their group, now on the 747
instead of the El Al 707 as originally planned.
Confusion reigned as Priddy slowly circled the
Jumbo Jet high above the city.

During a break in transmissions, the Israeli military
monitoring the radio frequency in use, and now
aware of what was taking place, broke in with a call
to Flight 93. It was suggested that the crew make a dash
for Tel Aviv. The border was only a few miles away, and
a fighter escort was already airborne. Two long runways
were available, with emergency equipment standing by.

Gueye, in the cockpit with a headset on, overheard
it all. He was furious and threatened to drop his
hand grenade; they would “all go to hell.” Grabbing
the microphone from First Officer Levix, he shouted
“Shut up!” Then, to all on the airways, the terrorist
again shouted what would happen if Flight 93 was to
attempt such a diversion. The Israelis became silent. 

Meanwhile, the Lebanese wanted nothing to do

with this unfolding international incident, and
began dispersing trucks and armored vehicles to
block the runways. Diop renewed his threat to blow
up the airplane in mid-air. Finally, after Priddy’s terse
transmission that the hijackers meant business and
he had only 20 minutes of fuel remaining, permission
to land was granted. 

Seven hours after departing Amsterdam, the airplane
taxied to an area a few hundred yards from the terminal
and parked under the glare of a single f loodlight.
Outside, not a soul stirred. Doors closed, the plane
sat alone, apparently lifeless. 

In the cockpit, Gueye communicated by radio with
his cohorts, who were now in command of the whole
airport. With this unexpected $25 million prize and
its 169 occupants, things were clearly in their hands.

In a short while Priddy and his cockpit crew
descended, under guard, from the f light deck.
Lachapelle’s crew was herded forward to join them.
Under heavy guard, the left forward entry door was
opened. The two hijackers placed bandannas over
their faces, apparently waiting for someone. It was
absolutely still outside.

Although escape might have been possible for
those back in the darkened main cabins, all passengers
and cabin crew had been warned not to try it.
Evacuation was to be initiated only upon direct orders
from Captain Priddy, or in the case of fire or shooting.
Lebanese in fatigue uniforms could be seen crouching
on the terminal building roof, with machine guns
and bayoneted rif les. Any escape attempt would be
certain to trigger an armed response.

Suspense built. Minutes went by. Then, there was
commotion at the plane’s open door and two men
were seen walking toward the jumbo, wearing casual
clothing. They, too, were PFLP commandos. As they
climbed the stairway and entered the forward cabin,
those inside removed their bandannas and greeted
the boarders with embraces and excited conversation.

Shortly thereafter, Priddy and his cockpit crew
were ordered back upstairs, as the hijackers remained
at the entry door, again appearing to be waiting for
someone. Now four guerrillas patrolled the main deck.
Lachapelle was able to engage (continued on next page)
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Gueye in a short conversation. He volunteered that
this was his third hijacking and, although not a pilot,
he had been trained for the mission and was familiar
with airline aircraft operations. 

As the commandos conversed amongst themselves
in Arabic, the word “Amman” was overheard. There
was only one Amman, in Jordan, not far across the
mountains to the south. At that time, no one aboard
knew that the earlier hijacked TWA 707 and Swissair
DC-8 were already at Amman. Also, the aircraft blocked
the unlighted runway, which was 3,000 feet long, far
too short for the big 747. The ability to find it, let
alone land on it, in the dark, would be very hazardous.

Suddenly there was activity outside, as several men
and women climbed the stairway and boarded. Again
there were joyous greetings, back-pounding and
embraces. This group brought a canvas sack full of .45-
caliber pistols that were passed out, then loaded aboard
sack after sack of dynamite, fuses and timing devices. 

One of the new arrivals was obviously a demolition
expert and directed the others in Arabic as the explosives
were distributed in the jumbo’s lavatories and closet
areas. To the dismay of those in the aft cabin, fuses
were strung along the aisleway. The plane’s machetes
had been used to slash wide strips from the carpeting,
baring metal f looring underneath. Dynamite and
fuses ran from one end of the airplane to the other. 

As the fusing operation neared completion, it
became obvious that plans had been made for the
plane to depart Beirut. All of the commandos except
Diop, Gueye, and the explosive expert disembarked —
following another display of comradeship. Meanwhile,
Captain Priddy had been ordered to f ly the plane to
Amman, but was able to convince the hijackers that
landing a 747 on a short runway was not possible.
Instead, he was told to head for Cairo, Egypt. 

One by one the big engines were brought to life
and Clipper Fortune moved ponderously toward the
unlighted airport’s runway. Priddy used his landing
lights to find his way to the threshold. Then a long
delay ensued as the new destination was confirmed.
Finally, in exasperation, the 747 was cleared to
“wherever you want to go!” and became airborne
once again. 

Cairo was about an hour’s f light. En route, those
in the cabin were informed that the airplane was to
be blown up upon landing, and that there would be
but a few minutes for occupants to evacuate.
Permission was granted to instruct passengers on
evacuation procedures. Both crews aboard were
deeply involved in the process.

Clipper Fortune began a slow circling descent above
Cairo, but to the puzzlement of its passengers, con-
tinued to circle rather than land. It was later learned
that the hijackers feared a trick. Once Diop recognized
the Nile River and Cairo’s downtown areas, he
ordered Priddy to land. A long straight-in approach
was made to the airport’s fully lighted runway.

All aboard were spring-loaded for whatever might
happen. Lachapelle was stationed at the second exit
back on the left side, and unable to see into the aft
cabins to observe what the other evacuees might be
doing. Meanwhile, the demolition expert asked
Purser Augusta Schneider for a match, and calmly
ignited the fuses leading from the aft cabin forward
to the stowed dynamite.

Those in back watched in horror as the sputtering
fuses burned steadily forward, while the guerrilla
calmly walked with their progress, a revolver in his
right hand. Should anyone break ranks and attempt
to put out the fuses, the gun was ready for instant use. 

The 747 touched down smoothly, as Priddy actu-
ated thrust reversers, spoilers and the landing gear
wheel brakes. Diop then ordered him to proceed to
the end of the runway. With a revolver at the back of
Priddy’s head, the 747 kept rolling.

Occupants of the aft cabin, driven by the ever-
shortening fuses, exploded into action of their own.
While the airplane continued down the runway, 
handles were rotated which forced the rear exit doors
open and activated the escape slides with loud roars. 

Up front, Lachapelle and his charges waited for
Clipper Fortune to stop. Passengers crowded the door-
way, eager to get off. Then one passenger deserted the
group and went aft. He shouted forward that the aft
cabin was already evacuating. Several more people
bolted to the rear. Lachapelle, aware of the dangers,
refused to actuate the door. He knew that the extended
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slide would be in the path of the landing gear, and
dangerously close to the powerful engines. 

Suddenly, a frightened passenger reached over the
pilot and actuated the door release handle himself.
The unfolding slide began bouncing along the moving
runway, then twisted and turned toward one of the
huge engine inlets. Lachapelle shouted to the upper
deck “Stop The Airplane!” When it continued to move,
Flight Director Ferruggio grabbed the emergency bull-
horn and ran halfway up the spiral stairway, shouting
“Stop The Airplane! People Are Evacuating!” Priddy,
for the first time aware of what was going on,
stopped the plane in its tracks, simultaneously shutting
down all four engines. 

Lachapelle was catapulted out the door as those
behind him leaped onto the now properly positioned
double-lane slide. On the ground, he immediately
began assisting others as they slid to safety. Suddenly,
he found himself very much alone. All of the passengers
had f led from the jet, scattering in the darkness
beyond. The doomed Boeing glistened in the beams
of its many exit f loodlights. Lachapelle remembers it
as a magnificent sight. 

After pausing for only a moment, the pilot began
running to the darkness beyond, only to hear machine
gun fire; tracer bullets screamed over his head and
pounded into the beautiful airplane. He dropped to
his hands and knees as a powerful explosion blew
the upper deck and cockpit into a million pieces.
Flaming bits of wire, seats, upholstery, and metal
fragments rained down around Lachapelle’s spot of
refuge. All was suddenly dark again, as machine gun
fire continued. 

Crouching low to present as small a target as possible,
Lachapelle sprinted toward safety down a dimly out-
lined taxiway. Suddenly in his path loomed a rickety
bus, its lights extinguished and entry door open.
Much as he welcomed the protection, the pilot was
greatly concerned for the safety of the 747’s crew
members, last known to be on the f light deck. 

Another burst of machine gun fire motivated him
to jump quickly into the bus and dive to the f loor,
where he found himself alongside of Levix, Priddy,
Dzuiba, plus many passengers and cabin crew members.

There was another tremendous explosion that blew
off the entire top of the airplane. Huge belching flames
were followed by yet another blast that blew the entire
aft fuselage and tail section several hundred feet. It
was all over. Crouched low in the bus, the grim-faced
crew watched the death of Clipper Fortune in an
inferno of billowing black smoke and f lames. 

As the bus backed away from the carnage, hijacker
Diop stepped inside, brandishing his ever-present pistol.
He wanted a ride into town! An Egyptian commando
armed with a fixed bayonet rif le took charge. 

The bus crept to the airport terminal building
where most of the remaining crew and passengers
had gathered. The injured lay on the lobby f loor
amid television cameras, f loodlights and reporters.
Medics worked among crowds of onlookers. Although
there were broken bones and bloodied faces, only a
few needed hospitalization. 

In a few hours it was dawn. First Officer Levix
nudged Lachapelle and beckoned him to follow. In
stocking feet they walked to the restroom. Standing
on a rusty radiator, they peered through a narrow,
high window to view the remains of Clipper Fortune
that, only a few hours before, was a beautiful denizen
of the skies. Now, like a beached whale, only the
bones were left, outlining its once lovely form. 

The aft fuselage and tail section, blown clear in the
final tremendous blast, were intact and recognizable.
The Pan Am logo, known all over the world, was
prominent. The rest was fragmented, charred junk.

The overall handling of a long drawn-out, perilous
situation, by each and every crew member aboard
Flight 93, is a tribute to their training, dedication and
self-discipline. It is representative of all those in the
industry.

Captain Holland L. “Dutch” Redfield is a retired Pan
Am Atlantic division chief training pilot and author. 

This article has been reprinted with permission
from Airliners Magazine, www.airlinersonline.com

Editor’s Note: Retired Pan Am pilot Paul Lachapelle is
the father of American Airlines pilot and APA member
Captain Brian Lachapelle.

www.airlinersonline.com
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There have been some recent references, with 

justifiable pride, to American Airlines crews who have

been recognized for outstanding airmanship in the

past two years. They are our winners of the Daedalian

award. Among our membership, there may be some

misunderstanding about this award, and this article

will provide some background on the trophy and the

organization that presents it.

In 1935, a core group of 35 World War I aviators

drew up a formal charter for

the Daedalian organization,

in part to “…perpetuate the

spirit of patriotism, the love

of country, the memories,

sad and pleasant, of our

service during that period

and to further cement the

ties of comradeship which

bound us together in that

critical hour of our nation’s

need.” The order was

named after Daedalus, the

first man to f ly in Greek

mythology, who fashioned

wings of wax and feathers to

escape imprisonment on

Crete. Initially, membership

was open only to those who

were military pilots before

the Armistice of 1918. That

has evolved so that presently,

the main qualification is

completion of pilot training

in any military service. Each

new member inherits the membership of one of 

the 14,000 original World War I pilots, providing a

continuity of heritage.

The Order of Daedalians holds a national conven-

tion every year, and presents a number of awards to

a variety of military and civilian organizations and

individuals. These awards help achieve two objectives

of the organization:

• To encourage military aerospace activities to 

ensure that the United States of America 

maintains its freedom and status among nations 

of the world.

• To encourage and support activities that will 

improve methods of f light and f light safety.

The award our American

Airlines crews have won 

is properly called the

“Lieutenant General Harold

L. George Civilian Airman-

ship Award.” Each year, the

APA Safety Committee selects

the crew and submits the

application package. The FAA

administrator then chairs a

committee that selects the

winner based on “demon-

strated ability, judgment,

and/or heroism above and

beyond normal operational

requirements.” The high

professional standards for

award of the trophy are

respected throughout the air

transport industry. The award

does not have to be presented

every year, if no applications

are deemed to meet these

criteria. American Airlines

crews have won seven times

since inception in 1956: 1959, 1975, 1997, 2001,

2003, 2004 and 2005. 

The idea for a civilian aviation award originated

among the Daedalian leadership during the 1950s, to

echo the trophy awarded the Air Force major command

having the best safety record. This expanded the

THE DAEDALIAN AWARD —
Honoring Heroes in the Air

BY CAPTAIN MIKE MCGINNIS, APA DFW SAFETY COMMITTEE 
VICE FLIGHT CAPTAIN OF THE 23RD FLIGHT (DFW) OF DAEDALIANS
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AMERICAN AIRLINES
DAEDALIAN AWARDEES

2005 CA Arnold Tolbert

2004 CA Kurt Jansen

2003 FO Catherine Link

2001 CA Hans Mantel

1997 CA Steven E. Fulmer

1975 CA Harold L. Hardy

1959 CA Daniel L. Boone
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scope of the Order’s efforts to improve f light safety

beyond the purely military sphere.

First award of the trophy was made to Captain

Richard N. Ogg, Pan American World Airways, for his

outstanding performance in handling an ocean

ditching Oct. 16, 1956. Piloting a four-engine Boeing

Stratocruiser from Honolulu toward San Francisco,

Captain Ogg had f lown beyond the point of no

return when two engines failed 1,000 miles from the

U.S. mainland. Locating the Weather Ship

Pontchartrain, Captain Ogg circled the ship 4-1/2

hours until he could make an ocean ditching. The 27

passengers and seven crewmembers were picked up

by life rafts minutes before the aircraft sank.

Daedalian members support the tax-exempt 

foundation, which funds educational, scientific and

charitable activities in support of the order’s tenets

and objectives. 

The tenets:

• To place nation above self.

• To be worthy of the trust and confidence of 

fellow Daedalians.

Some of the objectives, in addition to those

already mentioned:

• To encourage and stimulate the younger 

generations in developing those attributes that 

are the basis of the Order.

• To assist in the education of deserving persons in 

the fields of aerospace engineering and f light.

There are a variety of programs on the national

and local levels to accomplish these objectives, all

supported by the chapters located throughout the

country and overseas. One of the greatest benefits of

belonging to the order lies in the monthly meetings

held by each chapter. Guest speakers are invariably

fascinating, and are from all walks of aviation or

local interest. Just talking with other Daedalians

exposes one to an amazing breadth of history and

experience, and a commonality of patriotism and

camaraderie. It does not demand a lot of time or

money. If you are interested in more information or

finding a chapter near you, see www.daedalians.org

or call the organization’s national headquarters at

210.945.2111.

In contrast to what senior management is publicly stating, the collaborative spirit that once existed has nearly

vanished. Without that spirit, AMR’s continued financial recovery will falter. Without sound leadership, the

“Turnaround Plan” is simply a basket of empty slogans. The path that we are presently on will likely exchange

mutual cooperation and value creation for mutual coercion and value destruction. If realized, this outcome will

be as tragic as it was avoidable.

At this stage in our grand experiment, I admittedly have more questions than answers. Will we simply become

prisoners of our past who are unable to act any differently than our major airline peers? Will management continue

down a shortsighted path that knows the cost of everything and the value of nothing? Will AMR continue to be run

for the benefit of a small group of senior managers to the detriment of all other stakeholders? Will AMR’s share-

holders eventually conclude that management has violated their fiduciary duty to build value with this company? 

As longtime observers of our profession in a permanently changing industry, APA pilots are well acquainted

with adversity. We’ve consistently demonstrated that we CAN and WILL deal with necessary change. As a group,

we’re capable of responding — one way or the other — when we recognize leadership or its absence. Show us a

plan that makes sense to a large majority and we’ll help make it happen.

Management decisions over the upcoming weeks and months will determine the outcome of the Great

American Experiment…A tragedy of the commons or a collaborative victory? Either way,

we’ll adapt to the challenge. 

PRES IDENT ’S  BR IEF ING (continued from page 3)

www.daedalians.org
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Flying along, cool and comfortable at FL 360 just

east of Alamosa, Colo. on the homebound leg to Los

Angeles, Captain Ken Petschow had no worries,

except a report of turbulence ahead by a United pilot. 

Ken, whose home was destroyed by the California

fires in fall 2003, was used to dealing with adversity.

To that point, he was of the opinion that besides the

loss of his home, FEMA was the worst nightmare he

would have to deal with. 

But he and the rest of the crew on AA-149 quickly

found out there was something worse than dealing

with a federal disaster agency — when a first officer

becomes incapacitated in flight. 

Ken felt the yaw right away, then searched for its

cause. The nose moved further right and Ken noticed

his first officer pushing the right rudder and extending

both his legs and arms as if deep into a good stretch.

Ken no sooner said “Hey, what are you doing?” when

he realized his first officer was in trouble.

His first officer had collapsed, with his leg locked

in a full right rudder push. It took a few seconds to

put a plan into action. Due to the awkward way his

foot was jammed on the rudder, the airplane yawed

hard right. Ken tried to counter with left rudder, but

realized the only way to release the rudder was to

reach over and flip the catch on the seat release,

which then slammed hard against the aft stop. Easing

the rudder pressure helped solve one problem, but

soon created another. With the rudder now centered,

the airplane went from a right skid to a nose high

climb, then quickly slowed.

With the airspeed deteriorating, Ken pushed forward

on the yoke but found the only way he could get the

nose lower was to bank right and let it fall through.

But sometimes, too much of a good thing can be

as bad as too little. With airspeed decreasing, Ken

rolled right and the nose rapidly fell below the horizon

and started gaining speed almost too quickly. Not

unaware of the high terrain, Ken tried to declare an

emergency and inform traffic of his descent and get

vectors to the nearest airport. With the VSI pegged,

the crop circles of central Colorado were growing

faster than he was leveling off, but he was making

progress arresting his rate of descent.

Ken leveled at 14,000 feet but didn’t notice his

audio panel switches were knocked off their settings

and his “Mayday” had not gone out over the air. 

Many thoughts, mostly questions, were competing

for his attention as he considered their situation: What

should he tell the flight attendants? How should he

calm and reassure the passengers? Which divert field

offered the best medical help for his copilot? What

condition was his aircraft in? And he needed to

establish contact with ATC. 

An emergency chime summoned a flight attendant,

who was only able to get in the cockpit after Ken

reached back and opened the door.

The flight attendants went to work finding help. A

nurse, a non-revving AA mechanic, and an Air Force

pilot volunteered to help pull the first officer out of the

Captain Ken Petschow to Receive
APA Safety Award

BY CAPTAIN DENNY BRESLIN, APA COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

Captain Ken Petschow
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cockpit and lay him on the floor of the galley. The

nurse, more used to delivering babies than intervening

in airborne crises, checked his vital signs and kept

him comfortable.

The Air Force pilot asked the flight attendants if

help was needed in the cockpit. Ken told him, “You’ll

do,” and the new copilot strapped in to help with

checklists and radio calls.

Concerned with his first officer’s condition, and

knowing Peterson Air Force Base had medical facilities,

Ken decided to put it down in Colorado Springs instead

of Denver. Setup for the approach was complicated

by high altitude and terrain, but solving for high speed

and a short final wasn’t nearly as difficult as under-

standing what had just happened to his first officer.

Having prepared for severe turbulence because of

the United pirep, the carts had been stowed and the

flight attendants were already seated. Most of the

passengers thought the roll and emergency descent

were caused by turbulence. 

On the ground, paramedics brought the copilot to

the hospital and the passengers were rebooked, taking

along with them an exciting story for the grandkids.

Ken stayed at the hospital until his first officer’s wife

arrived later that night.

Captain Ken Petschow knows training and experi-

ence — even when forced into an unlikely rendezvous

with instinct and luck — cannot be taken for

granted. He was given the Chief Pilot’s Award “For

his superlative airmanship in handling an in-flight

emergency involving the sudden incapacitation of

his first officer,” and has been nominated for the

APA Safety Award. Lt. Colonel Scott Neumann, 

former F-16 and B-2 test pilot, logged three tenths of

an hour in a B-737, and reportedly received an air

medal from the USAF for his contribution.

from the VICE PRESIDENT (continued from page 5)

process, leaving it depleted and hollow. Understandably, employees become frustrated and management doesn’t see

a benefit from the attempted change so the effort dies a slow and certain death.

There is no shortage of loyal and hard-working AA employees who understand the tenuous position of our company

and the need for change. Nevertheless, they do not believe in change for change’s sake. What they need is a roadmap

and an identifiable destination. What they need is a management team that can articulate a future that is compelling

and motivating and then support that future with a firm and unequivocal commitment. What they need is leadership

whose actions are in complete alignment with their words.

The layers and lumps of clay within American Airlines are both real and expected. If the effort to remake this airline

falters and ultimately fails, however, it will not be because of the clay. It will be because senior management did not

provide the tools to break through the resistance and provide a clear and convincing roadmap to an inspiring future.

As pilots, we thrive on excellence and reaching objectives. But, without an explicit aim, our efforts will, at best, be

diffused and unfocused and, at worst, wasted. The pilots and the APA have pulled a great deal in this process, but

until there is an unambiguous indication of where senior management wants to take this company, our level of

enthusiasm will not be as great as it could be. That is unfortunate because time does not stand still and we deserve to

know the direction and destination of our careers. For now, we are forced to deal with a “muddle along” environment

until senior management unequivocally casts off the old mental models and plainly

articulates a roadmap to a future that we can enthusiastically embrace. Let’s hope that

happens soon.
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Coca (Erythroxylum coca) is native to northwestern
South America. The leaves have been used for a 
multitude of medicinal and religious purposes for
thousands of years, particularly by indigenous 
populations in Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia.
Medicinal use of coca persists in modern South
America. For example, coca leaf products are 
frequently recommended to travelers to the Andes as
a remedy for “soroche,” or altitude sickness. 

In many ways, coca is as much a part of national
culture in Bolivia and Peru as wine is to France and
beer is to Germany. The importance of coca production
and its traditional uses in Andean culture has garnered
considerable attention with the recent election of
Evo Morales as the new Bolivian president. Morales,
Bolivia’s first indigenous leader, is a coca grower. He
favors regulated legal production and use of coca in
opposition of U.S.-backed total coca eradication 
programs.1 Westerners traveling in the region often
encounter coca products — either as a cultural novelty
or for their health benefits. Bags of coca leaves are
sold in local markets. Commercially manufactured
coca teas are available in stores and supermarkets. Coca
tea is commonly offered in restaurants. The tea looks,
smells and tastes like Asian green tea. It is known
locally as “mate de coca” and may be available in
blends with other teas, such as “Trimate.” Another
beverage that is being heavily marketed in Peru with
an eye on export markets is “KDrink.” It is advertised
as a healthy, stimulating, 100 percent-natural soft drink
and is essentially bottled mate de coca, containing a

trace 0.6 mg of cocaine.2

A study by the Addiction Research Center at the
National Institute on Drug Abuse/National Institutes
of Health concluded that coca tea contains a significant
amount of cocaine and cocaine-related alkaloids (for
example, benzoylecgonine, the diagnostic metabolite
of cocaine). Tea bags typically contain about 1 gram
of plant material. In prepared coca leaf tea, an average
of over 4 mg of cocaine is present. Following the 
consumption of a cup of Peruvian or Bolivian coca
leaf tea, peak urine benzoylecgonine concentration
in test subjects was shown to be nearly 5000 ng/ml
after 3.5 hours and nearly 4000 ng/ml 10 hours after
ingestion.3 The cumulative urinary excretion of 
benzoylecgonine after 48 hours as determined by gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry testing was
roughly 3 mg after consumption of coca leaf tea. The
study concluded that the consumption of a single
cup of coca leaf tea produces positive drug test
results for cocaine metabolites.4

Last year, British research produced similar results.
Subjects who ingested a cup of mate de coca tested
positive for cocaine metabolites in urinary drug testing
for at least 24 hours following ingestion. With the
highly sensitive methods currently available for drug
testing, the authors concluded that the risk of a positive
test exists beyond that 24-hour time frame.5 The Center
for Information and Education for the Prevention of
Drug Abuse6 in Lima, Peru, had conducted similar
tests a few years earlier that indicated one cup of
mate de coca brewed from a standard tea bag for one

Travel to South America is on the rise. American carriers and f light crews are visiting
new and interesting destinations. It is always a good idea to familiarize yourselves with
basic information regarding places you are visiting for the first time. Crews generally
exercise a high degree of care concerning safety and security issues at international
destinations to protect their person and property. Crews also pay appropriate attention
to the water they drink and the food they eat to protect their health. The information
provided below is designed to protect your job.

S P E C I A L  F E A T U R E

Coca Leaf Tea
By Karen Kelly O’Riordan, Esq. — Air Line Pilots Association Delta MEC Attorney

(reprinted with permission)
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minute produced a positive result for cocaine
metabolites (benzoylecgonine) for at least 24 hours
in tests conducted with a simple SureStepTM COC
one-step immunoassay dip stick.7

The United Nations placed coca on Schedule I of
the Single Convention of Narcotic Drugs.8 The
Controlled Substances Act served to implement the
Single Convention in the United States and serves 
as the legal basis for federal regulation of certain 
substances.9 Coca leaves — and any salt, compound,
derivative or preparation of coca leaves — are included
on Schedule II of the Act. That means the possession
and consumption of coca leaf tea bags is illegal in the
United States. There is an exception for decocainized
coca leaves or extraction of coca leaves that do not
contain cocaine or ecgonine.10 In the early 1980s,
some allegedly “decocainized” mate de coca was
introduced in the export market under the label of
“Health Inca Tea.” The product was produced from
regulated, legal cultivation of Peruvian coca and was
licensed for pharmaceutical export. However, in
1986, it was revealed that Health Inca Tea in fact 
contained cocaine and produced positive drug test
results for cocaine metabolites within the same range
as untreated coca leaf tea.11 The U.S. government
issued an Import Alert prohibiting importation of
Health Inca Tea, among others.12 The “export grade”
or “decocainized” mate de coca may still contain
cocaine and can produce a positive drug test result.13

It simply is not possible to ascertain, with certainty,
that a given brand of mate de coca has been rendered
completely free of cocaine. It is not worth the risk of
finding out through a positive drug test!

What does this mean for you?
1. Ingestion of coca leaf tea is likely to produce a 

positive drug test for cocaine metabolites, possibly
for more than 48 hours after ingestion. Under the 
FAA/DOT drug testing regulations, the ingestion 
(inadvertent or otherwise) of coca leaf tea is not a 
“legitimate medical explanation” for a positive test
result.14 The Medical Review Officer (MRO) will issue
a verified positive for cocaine. Companies with 
a zero-tolerance drug policy consider a verified 
positive test to be grounds for termination.

2. A verified positive FAA/DOT drug test will result in
FAA enforcement action to revoke all airman 
certificates. For the FAA, there are three deadly sins:
drugs, alcohol and falsification. The agency takes 
a very hard line on enforcement in all cases 
involving drugs, alcohol or falsification.

3. Do not attempt to bring any tea or other products 
containing coca leaves into the United States. At a 
minimum, if found, they will be confiscated. You 
can also anticipate being subject to a fine or other 
legal action.

4. Possession and/or consumption of coca leaf tea 
in the United States is illegal.

1 “Profile: Evo Morales,” BBC News International version, 14 December 2005 [online]. Available from, http://news.bbc.co.uk. See also, Tupac Saavedra. 
“Bolivia: The Rise of Evo Morales,” PBS Frontline/World, 10 January 2006 [online]. Available from www.pbs.org.

2 Drew Benson, “Peruvian Drinks Get Buzz from Coca Leaf,” Los Angeles Times, 11 April 2004.
3 In the research reviewed, dosage of cocaine is measured in milligrams. Volume of metabolite concentration is measured in nanograms per milliliter.
4 A. J. Jenkins, T. Llosa, I. Montoya, & E. Cone, “Identification and Quantification of Alkaloids in Coca Tea,” Forensic Science International 77, no.3 (1996):179.
5 M. Turner, P. McCrory & A. Johnston, “Time for Tea, Anyone?” British Journal of Sports Medicine 39, no. 10 (2005):37. 
6 Centro de Información y Educación para la Prevención del Abuso de Drogas (CEDRO), Lima, Peru.
7 Alfonso Zavaleta y Ramiro Castro de la Mata. “Detección de Metabolitos de Cocaina en Orina de Consumidores de Mate de Coca,” Psicoactiva 19 (2001): 205.
8 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961. As amended by the 1972 Protocol amending the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961.
9 21 U.S.C. § 801 et. Seq. (Chapter 13).
10 21 U.S.C. § 1308.12 (b) (4).
11 R. K. Siegel, M. A. Elsohly, T. Plowman, P. M. Rury & T. J. Reese, “Cocaine in Herbal Tea,” Journal of the American Medical Association 255 (1986):40. See also,

M. A. ElSohly, D. F. Stanford, & H. N. ElSohly, “Coca Tea and Urinalysis for Cocaine Metabolites,” Journal of Analytical Toxicology 10, no. 6 (1986):256.
12 Import Alert 31/05 — Revised 10/2/92, “Herbal Teas Containing Cocaine.”
13 G. F. Jackson, J. J. Saady & A. Poklis, “Urinary Excretion of Benzoylecgonine following Ingestion of Health Inca Tea,” Forensic Science International 49, 

no. 1 (1991): 57.
14 The Medical Review Officer Guide published by the U.S. Department of Transportation sets forth four principle legitimate explanations for a positive

test result: (1) legally prescribed or dispensed medication, (2) ingested substances that produce the same metabolites as illegal substances, (3) errors 
in the chain of custody and (4) errors in the laboratory technical analysis. A “legitimate medical explanation” corresponds to the first explanation. The 
second explanation only applies to ingestion of “legal” substances. Coca leaf products are not considered legal under the UN Single Convention and 
the Controlled Substances Act.

S P E C I A L  F E A T U R E

www.pbs.org
http://news.bbc.co.uk
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Just days after he
touched down at LaGuardia
International Airport at the
end of his 17-year career
with American Airlines,
Captain Ron Finch took off
on yet another journey. 

In February, CA Finch
began an eight-month,
3,200-mile hike that, when
he’s done, will have taken
him from Alabama all the
way to Canada.  

He’s making the grueling trek along the Appalachian
Mountains Trail to raise money for research that he
hopes one day will benefit his wife, Jeannie. 

Almost a decade ago, Mrs. Finch was diagnosed with
fibromyalgia, a chronic disorder that causes widespread
pain and tenderness in the muscles and soft tissue as
well as sleep problems, fatigue and other symptoms.

“I told my contact at the Arthritis Foundation that
I expected them to have a cure for my wife by the
time I get back!” CA Finch wrote in a recent e-mail
during a break from his hiking expedition. 

CA Finch travels as light as possible, keeping his pack
under 50 pounds with all the necessary equipment —
including a tent, clothes, a mini stove, a first aid kit
and a water filtration system — and a week’s worth
of food. He also carries a personal locator beacon in
case of an emergency. 

The journey has been mentally and physically
challenging so far.

“I don’t know if I’m tough enough,” wrote CA
Finch, who hails from Peachtree City, Ga. 

CA Finch — who is going by the trail name of “Grey
Eagle” — said he got the idea for the trek a couple of
years ago, during one of the annual camping trips he
and his wife make. The couple hiked in northern
Georgia to the summit of Springer Mountain, which
marks the beginning of the Appalachian Trail — and

it was there that CA Finch found his inspiration. 
“It’s part of [pilots’] personalities,” Mrs. Finch said

recently. “They really like challenges.” 
Mrs. Finch said when her husband told her about

his hiking idea, she told him “to just go for it.” 
Soon after he made his decision, CA Finch began

researching long-distance hiking, poring over how-to
books and guides and peppering experienced hikers with
questions. He also completed a series of “test” hikes. 

Some mornings, CA Finch has woken up in the
rain. He’s battled sore muscles, blistered feet, frigid
temperatures and rough terrain. 

“I hurt in places I didn’t know I had,” he wrote.
But he’s also seen some spectacular scenery and

met some generous people along the way.
CA Finch is taking one break day from hiking each

week. For the first few weeks, while he was walking
through Georgia and Alabama, he spent the rest day at
home. Mrs. Finch also said her husband has a cell phone
with him, and she speaks to him almost every day.

CA Finch said another challenge of the hike has
been keeping up his pace. He said he must make it
through the Chic Choc Mountains in Quebec by Oct.
1 — before Forillon National Park closes for the winter.

Once he reaches the end of the trail, CA Finch will
take a train to Montreal, and then another to New
York, where he’ll visit his daughter. From there, he
will take a train to Atlanta, stopping in Palmetto, Ga.
so he can hike the final 15 miles back to his home. 

CA Finch has a request for his fellow American
Airlines aviators: “When you are f lying into New
York on the Milton or Korry arrival late at night,
power back to idle as you come over the Appalachian
Mountains. Save gas and keep the noise down —
some of us are trying to sleep.” 

He welcomes fellow hikers to join him on a few
miles or a few days on his adventure, which he is
documenting online. Find CA Finch’s trail journal at
http://pws.prserv.net/greyeagle.

Taking the Road Less
Traveled Into Retirement

BY JENNIFER AREND, APA COMMUNICATIONS EDITOR

Captain Ron Finch
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A Time for Strategy

February 19, 2006

Gentlemen of the APA Board of Directors,

Several prior members of the APA Board of Directors have contacted me and asked that I bring the following

issues to your attention. Coincidentally, other members at large from various domiciles have privately expressed

the same opinions.

I humbly ask that you please read this short message and give it your most careful consideration. I hope we

can discuss these issues and some of the recommendations these folks have made at the upcoming winter 2006

BOD meeting. 

As the policy-setting body of the Allied Pilots Association, the pilots you serve are calling upon you to provide the

leadership necessary that will rally our broken spirits into a formidable force. Our industry is fractured beyond

normal repair and her employees are tired of being a temporary, superficial fix for problems that are industry-wide.

The financial failure of airlines, both network and direct service carriers, is a chronic and endemic failure to

control capacity which, itself, is the result of what has been a massive failure in public policy — airline 

deregulation. The U.S. government never truly deregulated the airline industry; rather, inadequate public 

policy changes were imposed, while our profession and industry spiraled downward into the devastating 

circumstances we find ourselves today. 

From the antitrust laws that prohibit airlines from coordinating their schedules for optimum efficiency, to

the Railway Labor Act that permits the U.S. government to interfere in airline labor matters, the U.S. airline

industry has always been, and will remain, heavily controlled by government regulation. Weak and inadequate

public policy on aviation issues has enabled corporate executives to successfully dismantle hard-won benefits

for our families, and transferred that wealth to their own pockets. Basic benefits, like health care, prescription drug

programs and pensions, have all but disappeared. The end result of benefit-raping will be an unconscionable

tax burden placed on future generations as they struggle to care for an aging workforce that will enter retirement

with little means to take care of themselves.  

The membership is tired of rhetoric and good-will initiatives. It is past time for the BOD to develop actionable

strategy that returns a level of reasonable sanity and stability to our profession. It is past time for the American

worker to become aware, educated, and motivated to take action that stops the collapse of unionism and 

promotes a return to healthy and profitable work environments. The American worker WILL follow the

leadership of our profession. (continued on page 31)

Guest Editorial

Since the mid-1950s, when unionism was at a peak of about 35 percent of the workforce, union membership has
steadily declined across all industries. Today, it is at a low of about 12 percent. During the past several years, we’ve seen
a transfer of wealth from workers to executives. And that wealth doesn’t just include cash — workers’ pensions, health
benefits and time off are being cut back, while at the same time, executives across the country are earning huge bonuses
and securing enormous retirement packages. The pay of the average CEO at a Standard & Poor’s 500 firm, is 430 times
that of the average U.S. worker — more than 10 times what it was in 1980, according to the AFL-CIO. Sometime in the
future, workers all across the nation will need to collectively stand up and demand accountability of company executives
and demand an equitable share in the profits of companies.  — DCA Chairman Captain Gary Boettcher

BY CAPTAIN GARY BOETTCHER, DCA CHAIRMAN
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His plan all along had been to retire at 60. He

thought he’d maybe dabble in politics, take some

part-time f lying jobs and volunteer with Christian

ministries. But a couple of years ago, American

Airlines retired Captain Greg Rice steered his life in a

different direction. 

It was March 2003, and a time of turmoil at

American Airlines. “Morale at work was not good,

and upper management was talking bankruptcy,”

recalled CA Rice, who f lew for

American for 20 years, most of

the time based out of Chicago. “I

had been very comfortable in life

with my disposable income, my

standard of living….I was con-

cerned that due to bankruptcy, I

might lose all my stuff.” 

Then, one morning, he read a

passage in the Bible (Luke 18:18-23) that told the

story of a man who was not willing to leave all of his

material wealth to follow Jesus. “I knew that I had to

just quit AA and the comfortable lifestyle that I

knew,” CA Rice wrote in an e-mail recently. 

In less than a month, CA Rice was put in contact

with Partners in Technology International (PACTEC).

The organization partners with other humanitarian

organizations and government agencies, helping

them overcome communications, transportation and

technological barriers. PACTEC has operations in

Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Mauritania, Morocco, Laos

and Senegal. The nonprofit is also helping in the

Pakistan earthquake relief efforts. 

After two years of preparation, including interviews,

physicals and paperwork, CA Rice signed on with

PACTEC and retired from American last June. He left

two months after for Kabul, and his wife of 28 years,

Connie, joined him about three months later. 

“We really like it here and do not consider it a

hardship at all to be here,” CA Rice wrote. The couple

lives in a duplex located in a suburb of Kabul, and

Mrs. Rice stays busy working at a local hospital and

participating in a women’s Bible study. “The Afghan

people are so kind and really appreciate what America

has done for

them.” 

CA Rice

— who

spent 11 years in the U.S. Air Force

and 10 years in the Ohio Army

National Guard — is f lying Beech

King Air 200s on humanitarian missions to areas

nearly unreachable by land. 

“We fly into dirt strips on mountains and in valleys

to get the aid workers where they need to go. It sure

ain’t a straight-in ILS to ORD! There is very little

radar or air traffic control and all of it is military. The

weather and mountainous terrain make it a very

challenging job,” CA Rice wrote.

He describes a region wracked by almost 25 years of

war: “There still are no city utilities on a 24/7 basis — no

running water, electricity, natural gas, etc. and no services

such as trash pickup and minimal other services.

“Now the whole world seems to be here in attempt

to rebuild the country….An awesome amount has

been done, but there is still so much to do. There are

hundreds of non-government organizations from all

over the world making a supreme effort to do so.

Some of the things the NGOs do are: well digging,

water purification, food distribution, medical care,

improving farming techniques, providing homes for

A Very Challenging Job
BY JENNIFER AREND, APA COMMUNICATIONS EDITOR

Captain Rice with wife Connie.
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the disabled, lepers and orphans, teaching classes of

all sorts, and multitudes of construction projects.

Basically everything that is needed to rebuild a

totally destroyed country.” 

CA Rice wrote that his biggest joys come from simply

watching local schoolgirls laughing and playing as

they run to school in the mornings.

“Under the Taliban, girls were not allowed to go to

school,” he wrote. “The kids are playing, laughing,

going to school and enjoying being kids. Many very

brave Americans died to make this possible and it

gives me great pride to come from a country that has

brought freedom and hope and dreams of prosperity

to an entire country.” 

There have also been some not-so-enjoyable 

experiences, CA Rice wrote. In November, the couple

had their windows blown out by a nearby rocket hit.

Random attacks happen about every two weeks, 

he explained.

“During the actual attack, it was somewhat disori-

enting and confusing, but it is not something we

worry about. The security level is such that we always

try to keep aware of what is going on around us. God

reigns and he controls the f light of rockets. We are

not here to be safe, but to be a blessing to the Afghan

people,” CA Rice wrote. 

The couple will take breaks to return to the U.S. to

visit their children: Jeb, 26, Abby, 25 and Wade, 21,

all of whom are supportive of their parents and hope

to visit them in Afghanistan. 

“Our plans are to stay here until God directs us

elsewhere,” CA Rice wrote.

CA Rice can be reached at grice@pactec.org or

grice33@earthlink.net

The strategy behind this sort of initiative better serves our pilots if not highlighted in written form.  

There is no grand illusion that this is a simple process. It requires funding, dedication, massive volunteer efforts

and leadership on behalf of the BOD throughout the entire process. It will be a marathon and not a sprint.

What is needed from the APA:

• Recognition by the BOD that action is necessary and subsequent development of a strategy that can be 

successfully executed

• Approval by the BOD and NOs for a strategic plan yet to be developed

• Appointment of a BOD member or APA officer for oversight and reporting of progress

• Financial support for the cost of materials

• Logistical support for information and editing of the pamphlets

• Communications support for all media contacts/interviews

• Legislative affairs support for all political contacts/interviews

• Coordination with other labor unions

• Hiring of a professional consultant to execute the initiatives

Are you willing to be open-minded and explore the possibilities? Are you willing to develop the vision for

change? Are you willing to provide the leadership required to execute that change?

It is time to retire the rhetoric. It is time for strategy that leads to responsible action.

Respectfully and in your service — Gary

Guest Editorial (continued from page 29)
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How many of us could sum up the story of our

careers in aviation with the line: “When one door

closes, another one opens”? 

As retired American Airlines Captain Roger

Thompson writes in his book, Contrails: The Memoirs of

a Pilot, published by iUniverse in 2004, the sentiment

is trite and hardly profound — but very true. 

In 1966, when the door to becoming a lumberjack in

Canada for the summer closed, Thompson discovered

that a coupon offering a 30-minute airplane ride for

$5 opened another — during that one short trip, he

became hooked on f lying. 

In the fall, during the first semester of his senior

year at the University of Illinois, CA Thompson got

his military draft notice. With panic as his motivator,

he changed his major and arranged to graduate early

and join the Aviation Officer Candidate program in

Pensacola, Florida to become a Navy pilot. 

CA Thompson’s memoir — written as a legacy to

his children and as a chronicle of his wonderful

career in aviation — is a quick and engaging read. In

many ways, CA Thompson’s story could be any one

of our own, as it details his journey leaving college,

joining the military and then working through a 

30-year career with the airlines. 

There were many stories throughout the book

that, though they were unique to CA Thompson,

could have been experienced by any of us. The stories

are typical enough of our group of aviators that they

can speak for us, but are told in a way that others will

understand about the business of aviation.

Assigned to an A-7 Corsair RAG [Replacement Air

Group] at NAS Lemoore after receiving his wings in

July 1968, CA Thompson quickly found out that

unmodified A-7s without a critical f light control fix

reacted poorly to jet-wash turbulence. The resulting

accelerated stall terminated in an ejection over the

Sierra Nevada Mountains when the anti-spin controls

failed to function properly.

CA Thompson aptly describes the hell of SERE

(Survival Evasion Resistance & Escape) at the Warner

Springs, Calif. mock POW camp and the thrill of

water extraction by helicopter in San Diego Bay. And

he eloquently deals with tragedies many of us can

relate to — such as when a squadron mate perishes

or when hostile fire robs the innocence and vitality

A REVIEW OF Contrails:
The Memoirs of a Pilot

BY CAPTAIN DENNY BRESLIN, APA COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
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Author and retired American Airlines Captain Roger Thompson.

I looked up from my instruments, expecting to 

see the bright orange neon ‘meatball’ of the Fresnel

landing system on the rear of the USS Midway.

All I saw was fog. I knew I was closing on the ship

at 130 mph from less than three quarters of a mile

away but I couldn’t see a thing on the carrier 

controlled approach or CCA. The LSO could see

my taxi light through the fog. “Power!” he ordered

and I jammed the throttle forward just a little.

My wheels hit the deck and I instinctively went

to full power on the engine in case my arresting

gear hook didn’t snag a cable. There I sat for a

long moment, engine roaring, restrained by my

hook and the ship’s cable trying to sort out where

I was and how I got there. Finally the air boss

radioed: “It’s OK Roger. You’re on deck. You can

reduce the power!”
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from our naïve, seemingly indestructible existence. 

Deployed aboard the USS Ranger, CA Thompson

f lew 156 combat missions on two tours of southeast

Asia off the coast of Vietnam with VA93. He

describes several bombing missions in the sort of

detail that brings the experience home for any pilot

who had been there — but his writing also provokes

an eerie understanding for how it might have been

for those who were not.

A Navy career is difficult enough without deploying

overseas eight months of the year, and that time away

from home was hell on his marriage. CA Thompson

describes his decision to forsake Navy post-graduate

school and a tour at the Pax River Test Pilot School to

seek a new direction. As the door to a career in the

U.S. Navy was closing, a door to commercial aviation

opened. 

With a pregnant wife, no job and no health insurance,

CA Thompson took a job with Ozark Airlines. After

learning to make the transition from carrier landings

to f lared touchdowns in Fairchild Hiller 227s, CA

Thompson describes the varied and uncertain paths

he and many other pilots have taken through their

airline careers. He weathers upgrades, downgrades,

trying to pay the bills on probation pay, switching

from props to jets, labor-management fights, captain’s

authority issues in a growing upstart airline, FAA

check-rides, personality conf licts in the cockpit,

pulling reserve, commuting mergers, bankruptcies —

and the challenges one would expect trying to raise a

family under all of those circumstances.

Ozark was consumed by TWA and eventually TWA

was sucked into American Airlines. Like so many

others under trying circumstances, CA Thompson’s

family fell apart from the pains and strains of being

pulled in so many directions. Eventually, the door

closed on his marriage to Jo Ann after 31 years, two

children and a lifetime of memories. CA Thompson

then describes finding himself in a position to take

early retirement through the FERB (Furlough Early

Retirement Benefit) which was offered to senior

pilots in 2002. The lasting effects of Sept. 11, 2001,

being in and out of bankruptcy, multiple concessions

and consolidations, and ultimately the merge with

American and all the changes that meant gave impetus

to his decision to leave his treasured airline career

after 30 years.

CA Thompson retired from American Airlines on

Oct. 30, 2002 and now lives in Ames, Iowa. Loving

life, and having a colorful, exciting and rewarding

career sometimes inspires men to share their story

with others, but in reality few of us actually do. 

Recently, a high school teacher in Atlanta asked

CA Thompson’s niece if her uncle had written a book

about Navy pilots. When Hannah said, “Yes,” the

teacher said that his father had read the book,

pitched it to him and said, “This book is about me.”

When I read Contrails, I thought my son could

read it and instantly understand the path and the

perils of a youngster who follows his dreams to

become a pilot, then a military pilot and parlays that

into a career as an airline pilot. And he just might

also understand a little more about his father by

doing so.

Contrails is available through Barnes and Noble’s

Web site (www.bn.com) and at Amazon.com.

One night I landed on the [USS] Midway,

parked on the bow and climbed out of my airplane.

Helmet in hand, hot and sweaty after a difficult

night mission, I was walking down the flight deck

towards the ready room. A young sailor stopped

me. “Can I say something, sir?” he asked. “Sure,”

I replied. “You guys have balls!”

An aircraft carrier was shown [on TV], cata-
pulting fighter jets into the sky, armed for battle.
“Look, Wesley,” said my daughter. “Grandpa used
to f ly planes like that!” 

“No way!” said my grandson. 

Yes, Wes, I did all sorts of things that you

haven’t yet begun to dream of. John Magee [High

Flight] would speak of slipping the surly bonds of

earth, climbing through sun-split clouds and

rolling and soaring where never an eagle has

flown. I did that, too, Wes. And, God, it’s been

fun! I’ll tell you about it someday.

www.Amazon.com
www.bn.com
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1–2–3 AS SIMPLE A SYSTEM AS FOLLOWING
A FLIGHT PLAN. You could be making $5K+
monthly potential in your free time. Working from
anywhere. Learn how to market vacation-business
conferences. Secure your financial future today. 24
hour info. 800.430.5983

1st CLASS LEASE AT COACH PRICES.
Nationwide service. Any make or model. New or
used. Lease or refinance. Save money with your car,
truck or airplane. Fellow AA pilots working with
you to earn your trust. www.airlineautogroup.com
888.655.3273. Call for your free, no hassle quote.

1st CLASS SERVICE FROM AVERY SOUND
COMPANY AND PILOTSTUFF.COM

• Custom Earpieces
• Aviation Headsets
• Passport Kit Bags 

Avery Sound Company continues its 26 year tradition
of providing quality aviation supplies to airline pilots
along with superior customer service.  (Plantronics,
Telex, and Sennheiser)
NEW: We now offer custom earpieces for cell
phones, iPods, and most other audio devices.

• On Line: www.PilotStuff.com
• By Phone: 800.786.5140
• Flight Academy: See Henny Rowe 
• Flying the line: See John Meyer

1ST MORTGAGE SEARCH SHOULD BE WITH
CMG SIMPLICITY. We are a nationwide lender that
can do loans for any situation: Conventional, Non-
conventional, FHA, VA, Bad Credit, and Bankruptcy.
For my fellow airline employees, I am giving $300
off closing costs. I can finance in all 50 states and
specialize in Texas cash-out and VA/FHA’s. For
information contact Sam Beatty at 936.499.5138
or e-mail sbeatty@simplicitymortgage.com

1ST PAYMENT ON US — WHEN YOU LEASE
OR BUY FROM US! Every make and model -
new and pre-owned, luxury and economy CARS,
TRUCKS and SUVs. Call 877.265.1085 for 
personal attention or visit MYCARMAN.net
We deliver coast to coast.

10% DISCOUNT ALL FURLOUGHED,
UNEMPLOYED PILOTS. The flight surgeon,
Gabriel Fried, MD MPH. Full-time senior AME. 
13740 Midway Road, Ste. 610, Dallas, TX 75244.
972.361.0155. By appointment, Monday – Friday
9AM – 4PM, work-ins available.

A CLEAR CHOICE — CLEARY GULL Inc. is a
unique and leading investment advisory firm 

specializing in retirement and investment planning
for hundreds of pilot families nationwide. We offer
complimentary retirement planning, Super Saver
(401k) asset allocation guidance, pre-retirement
break-even analyses and A & B Plan value updates.
Visit our Web site, www.clearygull.com or contact
us toll-free at 877.747.1133 for timely, no obligation
information and assistance and Retirement and
Estate Planning Seminar schedules.

A FURLOUGHED AA PILOT — DFW Real Estate
is still the best value of any metroplex in the country.
If you are moving to the area or considering investing
here, let me help you get informed. Search the
Multiple Listing System directly on my Web site
www.enzomyagent.com Call 817.798.1524 or 
e-mail enzomyagent@verizon.net ENZO with 
Fine Properties.

A HUGE OPPORTUNITY IN A HOT INDUSTRY!
As a pilot with seniority, you have the time to
make a great income while not flying. Join The
Growth Coach, the fastest growing small-business
coaching franchise in North America. Most small
business owners are in need of a proven, strategic
coaching process that helps them concentrate their 
efforts on high-return actions. That’s where The
Growth Coach comes in. Our business is perfectly
suited to your flight schedule and can be operated
part-time or full-time. You set your hours. No coaching
experience required. Training provided. Call today
888.292.7992. TheGrowthCoach.com

AA BOS FURLOUGHED PILOT can provide you
with complete real estate services in the Seacoast/
Great Bay New Hampshire area, and — as part of a
national network—nationwide referral. As a Coldwell
Banker Residential Brokerage sales associate,
the services I can offer you include buying,
selling, relocation, insurance and mortgage.
Contact Shannon Curry at 800.581.7110 or
Shannon.Curry@NEMoves.com

AA FURLOUGHED PILOT NOW CHICAGO
REALTOR. Call Doug Davis at Sudler Sotheby’s
International Realty for local, nationwide, or 
international real estate services. Sudler Sotheby’s
is a premier real estate firm that allows me to use
a wealth of resources to help you find the perfect
home or investment property. Our top rated and
exclusive marketing will ensure your property 
sells quickly for maximum value. Let me put 
these resources to work for you to meet your real
estate needs. doug.davis@sothebysrealty.com
312.981.3806 or 773.551.9336

AA FURLOUGHEE NOW REALTOR...SHOCKER
My wife and I are Realtors and we specialize in the
DFW metroplex. If you’re moving to or relocating
from DFW then call us. We have a large inventory 
of beautiful homes for sale or lease. And we can
list your home to get the best price possible. Call
it your donation to the furloughed pilots loan
fund! THE BUCKLEY TEAM 817.328.2219 or
817.329.8850. whiz201@yahoo.com

AA FURLOUGHEE has created a great gift for
coffee and tea lovers! Mello melts are gourmet 
flavored marshmallows made especially for hot 
beverages. 13 unique flavors! A great gift for the
holidays, they’re lightweight, unbreakable and easy
to pack! They make a perfect cold weather treat.
Order online at www.mellomelts.com

AA PILOT/FINANCIAL PLANNING SPECIALIST–
Smith Barney. The PROFESSIONAL AVIATORS
GROUP was designed to assist AA pilots accumu-
late and manage wealth utilizing comprehensive
Financial, Retirement and Estate Planning strategies.
Call today for a free Customized Analysis and
Proposal. Glen Turner 800.327.0146 ext.1525.
www.fc.smithbarney.com/glenturner

AA PILOT RETIREMENT ESTIMATOR. Estimate
your lump sums. Retire early, upgrade, downgrade,
see the difference in your lump sums. $29.95.
Requires Microsoft Excel. www.plane-cents.com
tom@plane-cents.com 954.474.8480.

AA PILOTS IN THE NORTHWEST. Allow Diamond
Mortgage to meet your residential mortgage needs.
We are a full-service broker of residential mortgage
loans and can quickly pre-qualify you for a person-
alized loan program and loan amount to meet the 
purchase and refinance needs of your home or
investment property. Our business is founded upon
outstanding customer service. Contact furloughed 
FO Paul Vandette at 425.467.8274 or e-mail at
pvdiamond@hotmail.com Equal Housing Lender.

AA PILOT’S WIFE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
ON YOUR MORTGAGE OR REFINANCE IN 
TEXAS. I am a loan officer for Executive Home
Mortgage, which is a leading and innovative
mortgage broker in the Dallas/Fort Worth area. My
husband is a pilot for American Airlines. I can provide
mortgage loans or refinancing at very competitive
rates on new or existing homes anywhere in the state
of Texas. I look forward to helping you in the near
future! Nancy Chaney. 888.438.1403. e-mail
ehm1485@aol.com www.txmortgageloans.com

C L A S S I F I E D  A D  G U I D E L I N E S
Flightline accepts classified advertising based on the
following guidelines: 

n Ads may be placed by APA members in good 
standing and their spouses only. 

n Cost is $1.00 per word (“a,” “an,” “the” and
telephone numbers each count as a word). 

n Must be prepaid with check or money order, made
payable to “Flightline Classified Ads.” Include APA
member’s employee number on check for reference.
NOTE: APA waives the fees for all furloughed AA 
pilots for the duration of their time on furlough.

n Minimum 20 words per ad; maximum 100 words 
per ad. No artwork or logos, please. 

n Ads will be accepted in typed format only. To ensure
complete accuracy, no handwritten ads, facsimile 
transmissions or telephone dictation will be accepted.
Include a phone number where you can be reached
in case we have any questions.

n Due to U.S. Postal Service regulations governing 
non-profit organizations, we cannot accept any 
advertising relating to airlines, credit cards, insurance
or travel agencies.

n A 10% discount is available on classified ads that 
run for four or more consecutive issues.

n APA reserves the right to refuse advertising deemed 
unsuitable for publication. No advertising will be accepted
on behalf of candidates for any APA elected office. 

n You may mail, fax or e-mail your typed ad copy; and
mail your check or money order to: David Dominy, 
Communications Coordinator; Allied Pilots Association;
14600 Trinity Boulevard, Suite 500, Fort Worth, 
Texas 76155-2512; Fax 817.302.2249; E-mail 
ddominy@hq.alliedpilots.org. Also, please contact 
Mr. Dominy for renewals or changes to your ad.

For more information, call APA Communications at 817.302.2269 or 800.323.1470, ext. 2269. 
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www.txmortgageloans.com
www.plane-cents.com
www.fc.smithbarney.com/glenturner
www.mellomelts.com
www.TheGrowthCoach.com
www.enzomyagent.com
www.clearygull.com
MYCARMAN.net
www.PilotStuff.com
www.PilotStuff.com
www.airlineautogroup.com
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SABLE TO RETIRE? Maybe not if you plan on 
following the crowd to the big box investment
firms. They’ll tell you to hold for the long term,
asset allocate and dollar cost average. The truth is
they’re not in the business of actively managing
your money. If you want to be protected and take
advantage of changes in the market, you must be
nimble. You must be with a conservative group
whose strategy is to react before the masses even
know what happened. For a limited time, nationally
recognized money manager Garry Graham, CMT,
CFP is accepting new clients. 800.910.8800 

ACCOUNTANT - SUSANNAH W. WALSH,
CPA, PLLC catering to the unique tax needs of 
airline professionals. Dedicated, individualized
accounting and tax services include federal and
state tax return preparation for individuals and small
businesses. 877.626.8299 or www.AviatorTax.com

ACCOUNTING AND TAX SERVICE — HEINZ
ACCOUNTING SERVICES. Individual and Small
Business tax preparation — all forms and states.
Reasonable rates, efficient and friendly service.
Available year round and located in the Chicago
area. Discount for furloughed pilots. Kurt J. Heinz,
CPA — 708.645.6670 or taxnav@comcast.net

AGGRESSIVE ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT?
Retired AAL Captain with Cash Cow Enterprise
seeking an aggressive individual who is not bashful
about desiring upper 6 figure income. Send complete
resume to tellmemore@lvbw.net

ASSET MANAGER/ FINANCIAL PLANNER.
Morton Capital Management provides investment
strategy services to high net worth individuals by
creating individually tailored portfolios. We utilize
sophisticated institutional risk management and
seek to add value through tactical asset allocation.
A Bloomberg “Top Wealth Manager” in 2003, 2004
and 2005. Fee based, objective and independent
means your interests come first. Investing isn’t 
only about stocks and bonds and taking more risk
doesn’t mean making more money. Jeff Katz
805.390.1179, jkatz@mortoncapital.com 

ATTENTION BOAT OWNERS AA FURLOUGHED
PILOT is now The Prop Doc. We have the best
internet prices on outboard, sterndrive, and ski
boat propellers as well as an online repair service.
Our website is a comprehensive and easy to use
tool to find any propeller that will fit your needs.
Call us if you need assistance with selection. Take
advantage of free shipping for all AA Pilots. Please
use coupon code APA during your secure online
checkout process. Furloughed FO Mark Elliott
877.376.4244 www.PropMD.com

ATTENTION RETIREES. Concerned about your
retirement income? Ronald & Mark Walerstein
offer comprehensive investment advice and retirement
planning. For a broad range of investment choices
and professional service and personal attention of
the highest caliber, call us at 212.750.8770 or toll-free
at 1.800.782.2202, or visit us at our Wachovia
Securities office, located at 625 Madison Avenue —
10th Floor, New York, New York. Wachovia Securities,
LLC, Member NYSE /SIPC. A registered broker/
dealer and separate non-bank affiliate of Wachovia
Corporation. Investments in securities and insurance

products are: not FDIC insured, not bank guaranteed
and may lose value. © 2006 Wachovia Securities,
LLC. 70629 0206-18392 2/06

AUSTIN LUXURY HOMES. Airport/Golf Course/
Lakefront/Ranches. Find your dream home near Lake
Travis. Call or e-mail retired AA Captain Jack Carter.
512.413.5757 or jcarter@coldwellbankerunited.com

AVIATION LAW ATTORNEY Charles R. Barnett, III,
American Airlines Pilot, Masters Degree Aeronautical
Science NTSB Bar Association Lawyer Pilots Bar
Association crb@barnettlegal.com 800.578.5512.

AVIATION NOVEL. “The Sun Never Sets” is a
novel set in the 1970’s and based on a B-727 flight
from the east coast to the west coast and back.
Great insight into operations of that era. Retired
AA Captain Charlie Plitt, pen name Carlton
McGinnees, brings you this book as his first work.
Order at the address below and visit our Web site
at www.cmcginneesbooks.com $12.00 includes tax,
shipping and handling. Sunset Horizon Publications,
130 Hunters Grove Ct. Winston-Salem, NC 27104

B737-800 CAPTAINS URGENTLY REQUIRED
for exciting Asia based contracts. Contact Gretchen
Williams at Rishworth Aviation NOW! E-mail
gretchen.williams@rishworthaviation.com or phone
+64 9 302 0080. Visit www.rishworthaviation.com
for details of all our current contract opportunities.

BEAUTIFUL CUSTOM COUNTRY LOG HOME
FOR SALE. Built in 1999 this beautiful 3054 Sq. ft.
log home has four bedrooms and three bathrooms
in a split floorplan, an oversize two car garage, 950
sq. ft. guest house with loft, bath, CH&A and own
septic system. Large 20X36 cedar timber gazebo.
Water well, diving pool w/hot tub, sprinkler 
system, covered porches w/recessed lighting and
approx. 5000 sq. ft. of patios, separate storage
building and covered storage area, all on 19.96
acres. Located just outside Bowie, TX, three miles
south of the Bowie Airport, 70 minutes from DFW.
$389,900 call Bruce/realtor 940.841.1596 or visit
evansassociatesrealty.com

BEAUTIFUL ST. GEORGE, UTAH. Year round
golf. Outdoor activities include Zion National Park,
Lake Powell, Bryce Canyon, St. George Marathon,
Huntsman World Senior Games, Brian Head
ski resort and much more. Affordable property for
a primary or retirement home. Easy commute. 
Call or e-mail for more details. 435.229.5139
captkevin@stgeorgegmac.com

BOCA RATON, BOYNTON, DELRAY BEACH REAL
ESTATE. You will love the professional, caring service
of FRANCESCA JOHNSTON, wife of retiree, CA Bob
Johnston. FRANCESCA caters to first time buyers,
retirees and every aspect of relocation. FRANCESCA
JOHNSTON, Coldwell Banker. 561.704.2027. 
E-mail Francesca@FrancescaJohnston.com 

BRECKENRIDGE YEAR-ROUND. Enjoy cool sum-
mer days or winter powder. 2 bdrm, 2 bath condo on
shuttle route. Access to athletic club. 30% discount.
605.341.3664 chipandsharon@rushmore.com

BUY “WHOLESALE” DIAMOND JEWELRY
DIRECT FROM THE IMPORTER (HERMAN
VEDER) FOR SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS. Call toll
free to compare prices and quality. We have served 

the airline industry since 1984 and numerous
references are available. Custom settings are our
specialty. Call HERMAN VEDER DIAMOND CO. at
800.937.7559 or e-mail hermanveder@hotmail.com

CALIFORNIA LOANS. Furloughed pilot now loan
officer offering hundreds of programs. One percent
start rates, interest only, purchase, refinance, and 
debt consolidation. I am a direct wholesale lender
and have access to over 65 lenders so I can beat
or match any rate. I also have access to Hard
Money for any non-conventional loans. Free Credit
Report with application. Call Eddie Diehl with
Coast Mortgage at 858.346.1550 or e-mail
eddiediehl@yahoo.com

CFP/ENROLLED AGENT: J. MICHAEL SHIELDS,
RET. AAL CAPT. Registered with the S.E.C. and
licensed by the IRS. Custom balanced investment
portfolios consisting of stocks, investment grade
bonds, mutual funds, preferred stocks, and exchange
traded funds. Covered call options available upon
request. Investment strategy based on capital preser-
vation. Personal and Business Tax Preparation at all
levels, including multiple states. Working with flight
crews since 1978. E-mail: jmsinvest@sbcglobal.net
860.767.0074 cell 860.304.4380

CHICAGO’S BEST CRASHPAD FOR SALE!! —
Completely furnished condo just off “Cumberland”
L stop. Full occupancy and established Web site.
Easily managed via cell/internet. Turn key operation
with immediate positive cash flow and great tax
benefits. Will sell at less than market value to give
immediate equity. Call FO Callahan 773.793.9998
www.ChicagoCrashpads.com

CLASS A MOTOR COACHES. 214.668.9183
ulandbros@yahoo.com I want to thank all the
pilots for the many enjoyable, trouble-free flights I
have experienced during the last 41 years. My
name is Mitch Uland. I am proudly associated with
McClain's RV. The owner is in the Hall of Fame for
Customer Service and #1 in the Southwest in 
volume. My promise is to save you thousands. If
needed, I will meet you at DFW and deliver to
your front door anywhere in the 48. Our inventory
is led by #1 in the world, Winnebago. 

COLORADO REAL ESTATE — Relaxing mountain
lifestyles in great communities, close to skiing,
great schools, with easy commutes via DIA or
COS. No Bugs, Low Humidity, Mild Falls and
Winters! Great soaring and flying weather too!
Colorado is a great state, and I know it very well.
I can help you with all your real estate needs
whether you are already in Colorado or want to
move here. Contact furloughed AA FO Bill Gagen
at 720.837.5326 Cell, 303.215.5357 Direct, or
303.526.7500 Office. E-mail SoarColorado@aol.com
Search Bill Gagen at www.ColoradoHomes.com
Member, Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage.

CONDO ON LAKE DILLON, COLORADO.
Easy access to Summit and Vail County skiing. 3
BR, 2 Bath - sleeps 6. B. Ackerman 608.836.9876.

COSTA RICA. Luxury condo located on NW
Pacific coast. Resort setting. Ocean view. Airline
discount offered. Call for rates and availability.
732.521.3069 e-mail rchartmaier@verizon.net

www.ColoradoHomes.com
www.ChicagoCrashpads.com
evansassociatesrealty.com
www.rishworthaviation.com
www.cmcginneesbooks.com
www.PropMD.com
www.AviatorTax.com
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S DO YOU HAVE AN AIRLINE BACKUP PLAN?
If you are looking for a way to supplement or even
replace your airline income, I can show you how.
This billion dollar company, traded on the NYSE,
has a fifteen year global patent on a revolutionary
laser technology. Some pilots have replaced their
airline income within the first three months. I am
looking for motivated individuals to work in their
spare time on this absolutely risk free project. Visit
www.antioxidantcheck.com and take the “Tour”.
Glenn Herron MIA/A300/FO. 561.714.3389
glennherron@adelphia.net

DON’T WAIT ANY LONGER. Refinance now
before it’s too late! New conforming loan limit. 
$322,700. Change that jumbo to a conforming
loan and lower your payments considerably. Loans:
• Purchase loans
• Get rid of your second and lower your payments
• Get rid of PMI
• Cash out for home improvements
• Get a FREE equity-line-of-credit
I will customize your loan for your needs. Ask
about our FREE loan packages. Real Estate:
• Home sales
• Property management
• Investment properties
In many cases WE WILL PAY YOUR CLOSING
COSTS on home purchase. Call us for all your real
estate needs. First Class Realty Services. Jarett
Quinn. 949.348.0168

EARN MORE IN RETIREMENT THAN YOU
DID DRAGGING YOUR BAGS. Weyland Capital
Management uses an allocation model that will
diversify your retirement lump sum into domestic
and international value and growth equities,
emerging markets, commodities, gold and global
bonds. Although past performance is not a guide
to future performance, from 1999 through 2005
Weyland’s total return after fees was over 7 times
the return of the S&P 500 and over 3 times the
return of the average balanced mutual fund. In
2005 Weyland achieved a 15.1% return, net of
fees. Contact John O’Reilly, joreilly@weyland.com
or 603.433.8994, for more information.

EZTracker401K — (TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR
FUTURE) Customized, American Airlines specific
401k information designed to take the confusion
out of your 401k choices. In addition, Exchange
Traded Fund (ETF) data is included. See
www.eztracker401k.com for a sample newsletter.
Equity Tracker — (Making It Easy) Timely, expert,
easy to understand information aimed at helping
you build your personal investment portfolio. See
www.eztracker401k.com for a sample newsletter.

FINANCIAL CONSULTANT. Confused about
your employer-granted stock options? Do you
need answers to questions like: What type of
options do I hold? Incentive or nonqualified stock
options? When is it beneficial to exercise some or
all of my options? AG Edwards’ free Individual
Stock Option Analysis helps you sort through these
complicated issues and explains your stock options 
grants. Call me to request your personalized analysis
or to receive our report, “Making Sense of the Stock
Options Your Company Grants You.” Carolyn Dey, 

AAMS (furloughed pilot) Pensacola, FL,
800.332.1411, carolyn.dey@agedwards.com AG
Edwards & Sons, Inc. Member SIPC.

FINANCIAL CONSULTANT/FINANCIAL
PLANNING SPECIALIST with over 20 years 
experience navigating financial markets. I advise and
make recommendations based on a comprehensive
financial planning process. At Smith Barney our
experience, capabilities and resources are focused 
on one objective: to help you invest wisely. If 
you are in the New York area on layover, please
call me for a free consultation. Please call Greg
Ferdinand at 516.983.5102 or visit my Web site at
www.fc.smithbarney.com/ferdinand

FINANCIAL PLANNING. Retirement accounts,
estate planning, asset management and risk/return
portfolio analysis. Use the experience and expertise
of a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER and LPL
Financial Services, NASD/SIPC. Captain Jere L.
Francis, CFP, Investment Advisor Representative.
817.684.8100 or 800.985.9919. 2116 Parkwood
Drive, Bedford, TX 76021.

FLORIDA KEYS OCEANFRONT RESORT.
Vacation rental. One plus bedroom, 1.5 bath
condo in Islamorada. Great location! Walk to
world-class fishing, diving, fine restaurants, and
shopping. For rates and availability call Candi at
305.394.3382.

FURLOUGHED AA PILOT SPECIALIZES IN
MORTGAGES, REFINANCES & TX HOME
EQUITY LOANS. Rates have been rising, but are
still at historic lows! NOW is the time to refinance
your existing home or to purchase a new home.
Let me design a custom loan program to fit your 
financial needs and goals:
• All Credit Profiles
• Jumbos
• New Construction
• Up to 103% Financing 
• Investment Properties
• Refinance (No Money Out-of-Pocket)
• Texas Home Equity Loans
(Use the equity in your home for other financial
obligations) APPLY INSTANTLY ON-LINE AT:
www.123urapproved.com/airline.htm Brad White 
CTX Mortgage Company 254.644.4088
brad.white@ctxmort.com

FURLOUGHED AA PILOT WORKING AS A
RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE SPECIALIST. If you
are thinking of purchasing a new home or want to
refinance your existing home please contact me. I
am in Las Vegas but we are able to do loans in
many states. No cost or obligation to you and
home ownership will save you money and give you
a substantial tax break each year. Refinance can
lower your bills and put extra cash in your pocket.
Alan Altman 818.257.4708 aalt@earthlink.net or
alan@neighborsfinancial.com

FURLOUGHED F/O GLEN STANISH AUTHORS
“Uncle Sam’s Christian Patriots.” This book studies
recent geopolitical events against a backdrop of
history and religion. Does the pursuit of truth in
America measure up to the Word of God? What
were the intentions of the Founders as they wrote
our Constitution? This book makes a case for 

peace asking the reader to think outside the box.
Captain Don Hein (ATA, L-1011, B-737): “Interesting
and informative…brought to light many things 
I was not aware of.” To order online, go to
www.tatepublishing.com, or call 1.888.361.9473.
$24.95 plus Shipping.

FURLOUGHED PILOT NOW THE MORTGAGE
PILOT. Frustrated, confused or don’t have time to 
sort out the chaos of your mortgage needs? Call or
see www.themortgagepilot.com for a prompt, 
confidential loan analysis for any property in
Florida. Beat the rate increases. Terry Higdon, First 
Security Funding, LLC, 9086 Cypress Green Drive,
Suite 101, Jacksonville, FL 32256, Telephone
904.821.3060, Fax 904.821.3061. All mortgage
products available including:
• Fixed and ARMs
• Prime and Sub-prime
• Conventional and non-conforming
• Jumbos
• Investment Property

HELP YOUR ELDERLY LOVED ONE STAY IN
THE COMFORT OF THEIR HOME. We provide
affordable (10% AA employee discount) in home
assistance with companionship, cooking, house-
keeping, transportation and more. Serving the DFW
area. www.timelesscaring.com DFW 972.539.4965
toll free 1.866.737.1899

HOME LOANS — DFW AREA — New Home,
Refinance, Construction/Permanent, Jumbo, VA/FHA,
ARM, HELOC, etc. — 14 Years of Confidential
Mortgage Service, call Gary @ TFA Mortgage — 
Toll Free 877.248.5810

HOW IS YOUR “WEALTHCARE?” Whether
you’re 35 or 60, you need a Wealthcare Plan so that
you may live the one life you have to live, as you
want to. FREE Wealthcare Plan analysis provided
by FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL with over 25 years
of experience. Competitively priced, fee based asset
management provided by advisors who are free
from conflicts of interest. Intimate understanding
of the needs of pilots and airline personnel in this
era of uncertainty. CALL  U.S. Fiduciary, attention
Curtis L. Lyman, Senior Managing Director:
866.837.0999 or e-mail clyman@usfiduciary.com
for a free, no-cost or obligation consultation.

INCREDIBLE PRODUCT, OUTRAGEOUS
COMMISSIONS. No investment, no inventory, 6
figure earnings already achieved by hundreds. Fax
complete resume to 417.739.9100 with your phone
contact and best time to reach you.

KAUAI REAL ESTATE. Retirement home, condos,
land, investment property, ocean views, mountain
views. Prices up 60% in 2004, 30% in 2005. Own
property in Hawaii while it is still affordable. John
Maxwell, RA, Century21 All Islands, Princeville, HI.
Retired — APA Member 800.985-2062, cell
630.772.5555. john.maxwell@hawaiimoves.com
Retired APA member. 

KAUA’I 5-STAR PRINCEVILLE OCEANVIEW
CONDO. Breathtaking Views, Two Master Suites,
Sleeps Four, 1250 sq. ft. Private. New 2006 Remodel
and Furnishings. lynnedennisparker@yahoo.com
princevilleoceanview.com 775.322.2262 

www.timelesscaring.com
www.themortgagepilot.com
www.tatepublishing.com
www.123urapproved.com/airline.htm
www.fc.smithbarney.com/ferdinand
www.eztracker401k.com
www.eztracker401k.com
www.antioxidantcheck.com
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SLET ME TELL YOU WHY NEVADA HAS BEEN
THE FASTEST GROWING STATE IN THE UNION.
Retired AA pilot. Absentee owners can own rental
properties using their IRA. Call and find out how.
775.338.0427 or hcousins@sbcglobal.net

LOS CABOS LUXURIOUS BEACHFRONT VILLA.
Fully furnished, spacious and fully equipped 1 BR
villa. Seaside pool, jacuzzi, bbq’s, spectacular
views. Concierge service and wireless Internet.
Special rate three nights/four days — $299.00 and
four nights/five days — $399.00. 2-3 BR available...
rates vary. Visit Web site for tour of villa. Reserve
in advance by phone. Parents without employee
and retired employee eligible. 214.529.6461; e-mail
cabo@attg.net www.loscabosparadise.com

MARCO ISLAND, SW FLORIDA FURLOUGHED
AA PILOT NOW REALTOR with Prudential
Florida WCI Realty. Pristine beaches, water sports, 
fishing and golfing paradise. Easy commute to
MIA, FLL & RSW. Homes, condos, sales and
rentals. Call Stefanie Curland at 239.595.0623 or
800.237.8817 Toll Free or visit my Web site at
www.StefanieCurland.com

MAUI. Five oceanfront condos. Spectacular views.
Private. Romantic. AA discount. 800.234.6517
Tour online www.alohamauicondos.com Nick
Jones (APA member) — owner.

MIA BOUND? Need help relocating? Info available
from fellow AA-er. Many different areas to choose 
from with advantages to each. (Florida Keys,
Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, Palm Beaches and West
Coast.) Call Candi at Prudential Keyside Properties
at 305.394.3382.

MILITARY PILOTS NEEDED. 108ARW New Jersey
Air National Guard McGuire AFB, NJ. KC-135/KC-10
pilots preferred, but we will consider any prior fixed
wing pilot. Immediate part-time positions available.
Maintain your proficiency while on furlough.
Contact Maj Christian Lawlor 609.754.6314 or 
Maj Andrew Keane 609.754.4413. Send resume 
to: 108ARW/OG, 33-90 Wonnacott Ave., McGuire
AFB, NJ 08641 Attn: Maj Lawlor

NAPLES, FLORIDA. 6th floor condominium,
west facing view. Five minutes from the beach.
Two bedroom, two bath, 1600 sq.ft. nature 
preserve, two outdoor pools. Cable TV, full
kitchen, microwave, dishwasher, and washer &
dryer all included. $1500 to $3500 per month
based on season. RT Knight 260.492.2809 email
rknight848@comcast.net

NATIONAL GAY PILOTS ASSOCIATION.
Newsletter, Events, Professional Networking.
NGPA, 13140 Coit Road, Ste 320, LB 120 Dallas,
TX 75240. www.ngpa.org

NEED A NEW FLIGHT PLAN FOR YOUR LIFE?
If you feel like you don’t know what’s next for you,
I can help. I am a furloughed pilot and now a 
personal coach trained by Coach U. With two
years experience in the field, I can help you create
the life you want through personalized teaching,
expanded awareness, capitalizing on your
strengths and overcoming potential obstacles. Call 

or e-mail to schedule a complimentary, no obligation
telephone coaching session. Contact Jenni Fogle at
0039.081.523.5953 or jennifogle@vitaricca.com 

NICE RACK TAXIDERMY. North American, African,
Exotic. Quality Game Head Mounts. 10% Discount
to all AA employees. Paul Barath LAX/FO/737
951.245.2798 pbarath@comcast.net

OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASTS. Great area for biking,
hiking, jogging, and golfing. Fifty minutes from
Zion National Park and 110 miles from Las Vegas,
Nevada. Rated top retirement community. Get out
of the rat race and enjoy the red rock mountains of
Southern Utah. St. George has a small airport today,
but a possible regional airport in the future. Coldwell
Banker Premier Realty Agent would love to find you
a dream home. Perfect place for a vacation or second
home. Theresa 435.668.0328 or 800.621.3850.

PARK CITY, UTAH CONDO. Three bedroom
condo plus sofa bed. Fully equipped kitchen, cable,
fireplace, pool, Jacuzzi, and sauna. At “The Canyons”.
$1,200/week. Fall rates $600/week. Ed Facey,
603.926.0440. Abbottef@aol.com

PILOT FOR LIFE, REALTOR FOR NOW.
Buying a business, selling a business? Buying a
home, selling a home? I am a furloughed AA Pilot
living in the Kansas City area and licensed in both
Kansas and Missouri. My wife Nancy is Vice
President of the mortgage department for a local
bank. I specialize in commercial real estate but
enjoy residential as well. For a one stop shop please
call anytime for any of your real estate or financing
needs. Call Cooper Weeks at 816.421.1130 or 
e-mail at cooper.weeks@watkinsre1.com. Thank
you for your business and we look forward to
assisting you. Enjoy the view up there! 

PRIME EAST TEXAS LAND. 90 minutes east of
DFW. 53.95 acres, 1/2 woods. Rolling hills. Pond
with bass. Creek. Frontage on best FM road in
County. City water and electric. Retired AA
Captain selling part of own personal land.
903.896.4550. Request online photos at
vanry2@peoplepc.com

RETIRED AA CAPTAIN selling his 141 acre farm
and three year old, three bdrm, two bath home in
historic Spotsylvania County, VA. Property is 70 miles
South of D.C. and features beautiful scenic rolling
land with two ponds, two creeks and out bldgs. 70
acres in clover and grass pastures. Remainder is
wooded. Ideal for cattle and horses. Wild game in
abundance. 800 Ft. road frontage with white board
fencing. Price $1,500,000. Call 540.582.5223.

REVERSE MORTGAGE OPPORTUNITY! Part-
time employment opportunity in Florida. Growing
FHA/HUD approved reverse mortgage company
needs high caliber individuals for reverse mortgage
consultations and applications. You will assist 62+
seniors to utilize the equity in their homes to 
supplement their retirement incomes. A monetarily
and spiritually rewarding opportunity. Call retired
Captain Bob Harry for details at the Reverse
Mortgage Group in Naples, FL. 877.786.8447 or
(cell) 239.293.1492. 

SANIBEL & CAPTIVA ISLANDS, FLORIDA. Invest
in paradise. Buy, sell or rent. Retired AA pilot and full-
time resident of Sanibel. Phil Nolden, ResortQuest
Real Estate 239.839.6340, IslandLife@comcast.net

SKI WINTER PARK COLORADO. Two single
connecting units. Rent one unit or open doors
between for spacious six bedroom unit. Sleeps up
to 24. Great for large groups or family reunions.
Discount to AA employees. 90 minutes from DIA.
www.soleilhaus.com 303.377.6733.

SPRINT PCS — 25% DISCOUNT. AA employees
receive 25% monthly recurring discount. Individual
plans start at $22.49 for 200 anytime minutes.
Family Flex Plans / 2 Phones Share 800 anytime
minutes only $52.50. Add up to three additional
for only $7.50 each per month. Free phones,
Unlimited Phone to Phone, Unlimited Nights &
Weekends, Nationwide Long Distance and Roaming
are included with a 2 year agreement. Your phone
will ship overnight. Nextel phones are now available.
Beverly Kerby — Sprint Special Accounts (Mobile
toll free 888.357.7727) (Office 866.321.3307)

SUPERMARKET OF BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
Free service to identify your ideal business owner-
ship opportunity for revenue streams, capital
appreciation, financial independence. 561.775.7911
bill@personalbusinessadvisors.net 

TEMPURPEDIC BEDS & PILLOWS Need a great
night sleep? Tempurpedic offers a variety of pressure
reliving products designed to promote a more com-
fortable lifestyle. For discounts up to 20% including
free shipping and a free pillow with all mattress
orders contact Dave Camera at 703.624.8144 or
703.288.9590. dave@milehighdreams.com 

USE YOUR PENSION/401K TAX FREE TO START
YOUR BUSINESS! You can use your pension/
401K to start a business and not pay the 46% tax
on it. Call me at 713.526.4760, 800.409.3045,
cell 409.939.6922. PAUL R. WASSERLOOS, CPA.

WANT TO GENERATE POSITIVE RETURNS?*
Optioneer is a very clean, simple program that
teaches you how to trade Index Options on
domestic markets. Optioneer lets you take full 
control of your investment portfolio.
• Spend only minutes a day monitoring trades
• Generate positive returns*
• Learn risk management techniques
The Optioneer staff is dedicated to your success,
and provides unparalleled support and assistance.
The Optioneer methodology simply works!
Testimonials available on request. Call
800.845.2502 or visit www.optioneertrading.com
for more info. E-mail jeff@optioneer.com
*There is a substantial risk of loss associated with
trading options and options on futures.

WHISTLER BLACKCOMB CONDO. Large two
bedroom, two bath, sleeps six. View, Jacuzzi, walk
to village. $150.00 per night $1000 week.
831.688.5223 jscrossen@juno.com

www.optioneertrading.com
www.soleilhaus.com
www.ngpa.org
www.alohamauicondos.com
www.StefanieCurland.com
www.loscabosparadise.com
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FINANCIAL MATTERS
MONTHLY PENSION FACTORS

The following shows the interest discount rate for computing
lump-sum payments under the Fixed Income Plan (A Plan) and

Unit Value for the Variable Income Plan (B Plan).

FIXED INCOME PLAN (A PLAN)
Lump-Sum Interest Estimated Age 60

Rate For Retirements Lump-Sum Factor*

2/1/06 4.73% 13.60
3/1/06 4.65% 13.71
4/1/06 4.59% 13.79
5/1/06 4.58% 13.81
6/1/06 4.73% 13.60
7/1/06 5.06% 13.18

VARIABLE INCOME PLAN (B PLAN)
Adjusted Unit Value As Of

11/30/05 $107.851
12/31/05 $109.875
1/31/06 $114.832
2/28/06 $114.528
3/31/06 $112.830
4/30/06 $115.526

*The lump sum benefit from the Fixed Income Plan is determined by multiplying your annual
lifetime annuity by a conversion factor. This conversion factor, shown above, varies by the
applicable interest rate, which changes monthly, and by age at retirement.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO RETIREES RECEIVING MONTHLY ANNUITY UNDER THE B PLAN:
As of October 1, 2005 your monthly payments will be based on the July 31, 2005 Adjusted
Unit Value of $105.120.

(Note: We publish the new rates and factors in Flightline as they are received.)

1997 PILOT STOCK OPTIONS
Activity since inception as of March 2006

(Post SABRE Stock Split)

Total number of pilots who have exercised some or all shares 11,754
Average exercise price $27.272
Average number of shares exercised 1,694
Average amount (per pilot) $16,390

(NOTE: This is for informational purposes only. It is not intended to provide advice
regarding the exercise of options under the program.)

Have you updated your personal
information with APA?

Help us keep our APA membership database accurate. When you change your
address, phone number, e-mail address, etc., please advise us as soon as possible.
(Changing your information with the Company is a separate procedure.)

To update your information in the APA database, you may contact APA’s
database administrator via:
n E-MAIL updateinfo@hq.alliedpilots.org
n WEB SITE www.alliedpilots.org (click “UPDATE MEMBER PROFILE”

on the Member’s Home Page.)
n PHONE 800.323.1470, ext. 3046
n FAX 817.302.2345
n MAIL Attn: Update Info

APA, 14600 Trinity Blvd., Suite 500
Fort Worth, Texas 76155-2512

IN MEMORY
We honor the following AA pilots and extend

deepest sympathies to their loved ones.

The Grey Eagles Foundation met on Feb. 9, 2006 for its
annual Board of Directors meeting. This year marked the 25th
anniversary of the foundation.

What is The Grey Eagles Foundation, Inc.? It
is a nonprofit corporation, organized for the
specific purpose to supplement retirement
funds for the qualifying retired pioneer pilots
(and their spouses) who came before us and
didn’t realize the level of retirement that the

American Airlines pilots have enjoyed for the last 30 years.
The foundation presently has seven individuals on its recipient

roster. Donations to the Grey Eagles Foundation come from
various sources. Some donations are in memory of loved ones
and friends. The Grey Eagles, Inc. contributes in memory of
each member who passes. There is a locker program at the
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport, and the rental fee is
contributed to the foundation. Many supporters often send
contributions simply because they want to lend a helping hand
to their American Airlines family.

Inquiries concerning The Grey Eagles Foundation, Inc. may
be directed to 1.800.323.1470, ext. 2238.

Retired CA Richard Azzarito 12/02/05
Retired CA Dewit T. Ross 12/12/05
Retired CA William Wolford 12/17/05
Retired CA Robert Borberg 12/18/05
Retired CA Edward Lambert 12/18/05
Retired CA David Pierce 12/20/05
Retired CA Charlie Ferrell 12/24/05
Retired CA Spencer McClung 12/29/05
Retired CA Glenn Ashworth 01/02/06
Retired CA E. Paul Reed 01/12/06
Retired CA Michael Hixson 01/18/06
Retired CA Anthony Parkinson 01/24/06
Retired CA Dennis Martin 01/25/06
Retired CA John Dodds 02/05/06
CA Glenn Wright 02/05/06
Retired CA Hubert Raines 02/06/06
Retired CA Clifton Boyd 02/07/06
Retired CA Thomas Beaghen 02/09/06
Retired CA Anthony DeSalvo 02/11/06
Retired CA Duncan McDonald 02/13/06
Retired CA William Wilkerson 03/01/06
Retired CA Lynn Willer 03/02/06
Retired CARussell Kotz 03/03/06
Retired CA James Street 03/04/06
CA Robert Reinauer 03/06/06
Retired CA Ronald Murray 03/15/06
Retired CA Raymond Camyre 03/31/06
Retired CA David Slater 04/01/06
Retired CA Ralph Cotton 04/04/06
FO Russell Thompson 04/22/06
Retired CA John Dowds 04/26/06
Retired CA Marshall Tiner 04/30/06
Retired CA Daniel Regan 04/30/06
CA Richard Hubbard 05/09/06
CA John Mahaney 05/10/06
Retired CA Donald Jacobson 05/11/06
Retired CA David Felder 05/14/06

www.alliedpilots.org
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O’Connell Building, 14600 Trinity Blvd., Suite 500, Fort Worth, TX 76155-2512
817.302.2272 • 800.323.1470 • Hotline 800.APA.PILOT • Fax 817.302.2119 • www.alliedpilots.org

NATIONAL OFFICERS AND STAFF
(Personal home phone numbers are for EMERGENCY, after office hours use ONLY.)
President
CA Ralph Hunter ........................817.302.2117..........................................PRESIDENT@alliedpilots.org
Vice President
FO Sam Bertling ..........................817.302.2117 ............................VICE-PRESIDENT@alliedpilots.org
Secretary-Treasurer
FO James Eaton ..........................817.302.2117..........SECRETARY-TREASURER@alliedpilots.org
Executive Administrator
David Ahles ....................................214.208.5371..............................................dahles@hq.alliedpilots.org
Director of Benefits
Mike Knoerr....................................972.270.4315..................................dir.benefits@hq.alliedpilots.org
Director of Communications
Gregg Overman ..........................214.826.0460......................................dir.comm@hq.alliedpilots.org
Director of Finance/Accounting
John Lawrence ..............................817.457.7669 ....................................dir.finance@hq.alliedpilots.org
Director of Safety/Training/Security/Aeromedical
Ray Duke ..........................................817.366.2220 ......................................dir.safety@hq.alliedpilots.org
Director of IT
Mark Howard ................................817.302.2185 ......................................mhoward@hq.alliedpilots.org
Director of Industry Analysis
Drew Keith ......................................817.302.2130 ..............................................dkeith@hq.alliedpilots.org
Director of Representation
Ray Duke ..........................................817.366.2220 ..........................................dir.legal@hq.alliedpilots.org
Staff Attorneys
Tricia Kennedy ..............................214.450.8745 ......................................tkennedy@hq.alliedpilots.org
Rich Moyed......................................817.307.6481............................................rmoyed@hq.alliedpilots.org
Contract Administrators
Joe Diomede ..................................817.860.6818........................contract.admin@hq.alliedpilots.org
Richard Barrett..............................817.302.2200 ......................contract.admin@hq.alliedpilots.org
Harry Sophos ................................817.302.2206 ......................contract.admin@hq.alliedpilots.org

DOMICILE OFFICERS
BOS
Chairman CA Jim Sovich..........................866.499.8039 ............bos-chair@alliedpilots.org
Vice Chairman CA Bob Garrett ......................866.499.8040 ..............bos-vice@alliedpilots.org
DFW
Chairman FO Mickey Mellerski ..........972.822.0635............dfw-chair@alliedpilots.org
Vice Chairman CA Mike Leone........................817.581.2649 ..............dfw-vice@alliedpilots.org
DCA
Chairman CA Gary Boettcher ..............877.850.6033 ............dca-chair@alliedpilots.org
Vice Chairman CA Keith Wilson....................888.443.6307 ..............dca-vice@alliedpilots.org
LAX
Chairman FO Mike Karn ..........................877.LA.PILOT ..............lax-chair@alliedpilots.org
Vice Chairman FO Steve Conlon ..................866.LAX.VICE ................lax-vice@alliedpilots.org
LGA
Chairman CA Sam Mayer ........................877.607.7779 ..............lga-chair@alliedpilots.org
Vice Chairman CA Peter Oborski..................860.872.2669 ................lga-vice@alliedpilots.org
MIA
Chairman CA Mark Raynor....................727.244.2347 ............mia-chair@alliedpilots.org
Vice Chairman FO Mike Lackovic ..................305.606.6509 ..............mia-vice@alliedpilots.org
ORD
Chairman CA Ron Hunt ............................888.227.1904..............ord-chair@alliedpilots.org
Vice Chairman FO James Condes ................866.756.8801 ..............ord-vice@alliedpilots.org
SFO
Chairman CA Mark Epperson..............925.785.2240..............sfo-chair@alliedpilots.org
Vice Chairman FO Jason Boles ........................707.338.5660 ................sfo-vice@alliedpilots.org
STL
Chairman CA Doug Gabel ......................866.716.4486 ..............stl-chair@alliedpilots.org
Vice Chairman FO Steve Parrella ..................314.533.3138..................stl-vice@alliedpilots.org

EXTENSIONS – APA HEADQUARTERS

NATIONAL COMMITTEE
CHAIRMEN/COORDINATORS
AEROMEDICAL
CA Randy Popiel ........................................817.233.5002 ....................................................RPopiel@aol.com
APPEAL BOARD
CA Gary Weller ..........................................410.626.8343..................appeal.chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
BENEFITS REVIEW APPEAL BOARD
CA Keith Wilson ........................................888.443.6307....benefitsreview.chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
CADC — COMMITTEE FOR THE ARMED DEFENSE OF THE COCKPIT
FO Mike Karn ..............................................877.527.4568............................lax-chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
CAPTAIN’S AUTHORITY
CA Charles Fish ..........................................817.481.5484 ........................................fish4fun1@verizon.net
CHECK AIRMAN
CA Ted Christensen ................................817.416.0665 ........................................................chilly4@aol.com
COMMUNICATIONS
CA Denny Breslin ......................................619.980.8941 ..................comm.chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
FAMILY AWARENESS
CA Steve Hart ..............................................818.591.2153 ....................................capnhart@sbcglobal.net
FLIGHTASSIST (Aeromedical Sub-committee)
FO Guy Gribble ..........................................817.229.3234 ................................FlightAssist@earthlink.net
HOTEL
FO Kenneth Goins ....................................214.762.6924......................hotel.chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
CA Kent Michaelsen ..............................603.329.5544 ................kmichaelsen@hq.alliedpilots.org
INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE
FO Rob Baker ..............................................214.870.6393 ......................................anvilrob@sbcglobal.net
JUMPSEAT/NON-REV
CA Dave Groves ..........................................817.581.7738 ............................apa.jumpseat@comcast.net
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
FO Keith Champion ................................301.529.8476 ............................................kcretmcplt@aol.com
MEMBERSHIP/FURLOUGH
CA Rusty McDaniels................................817.545.0243 ........................rmcdaniels@hq.alliedpilots.org
NEGOTIATING
CA Peter Horan ..........................................408.230.5454....................................pvhoran1@earthlink.net
PENSION
CA Ralph Kruger ........................................443.802.5563..............................rkruger@hq.alliedpilots.org
PILOT MUTUAL AID
CA Steve Thomas ......................................817.488.2271........................pma.chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
CA Robert McDonnell ..........................508.982.5878 ....professionalstandards.chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
RADIATION & ENVIRONMENTAL
CA Joyce May ..............................................212.459.2107..............................................joycemay2@aol.com
SAFETY
CA Mike Leone ................................817.302.2150 or 2158....................................APASafety@aol.com
SAFETY — ASAP
CA Mike Bruno............................................501.206.1738 ....................................................mfbruno@cox.net
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
CA Bob Garrett ..........................................866.499.8040 ......scholarship.chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
SCOPE
CA Marcus Spiegel....................................314.249.7656..........................................lookingglass4@cs.com
SECURITY
FO Mike Karn ..............................................877.527.4568............................lax-chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
STRIKE PREPAREDNESS
CA David Duquemin ..............................817.442.8720 ....................strike.chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS & SCHEDULING
FO Larry Rosselot ....................................940.321.3292........................tasc.chair@hq.alliedpilots.org
TRAINING
FO Fred Gray ................................................817.291.9896..............................................grayf@camalott.com
This is a partial listing. For all committees go to www.alliedpilots.org and click on National Committees.

Accident Investigation ..............................2150
Accounts Payable ..........................................2256
Aeromedical ......................................................3043
ASAP (Safety) ..................................................2150
Benefits Department..................................2140
Captain’s Authority Hotline ..................3018
Communications ............................2250/2251
CommNet ..........................................................2269
Contract Administrators ........................3040
Domicile Secretary ......................................2117
Election Coordinator..................................2245
Executive Offices ..........................................2115
Expense Claims ..............................................2234

FlightAssist..........................................................3016
Flightline ..............................................................2251
Furlough ..............................................................2259
Hotline ..................................................................3225
Insurance/Benefits........................................2140
Leave Coordinator ......................................2234
Legal Department ........................................2170
Membership Department..........................2117
Negotiating........................................................2340
Safety/Training Departments..............2150
Security ..................................................................2150
TTOT/SEP Assistance................................3019
Web Site Passwords ..................................3046

SAFETY, SECURITY & ALCOHOL INCIDENT/ACCIDENT PROCEDURES
In case of serious incident/accident, DO NOT discuss event with anyone until receiving APA advice.
1. During normal business hours (8 a.m. to 5 p.m. CT), contact the APA Safety Department at

817.302.2150 or 800.323.1470, ext. 2150.
2. During non-business hours, call (Primary) 800.323.1470, ext. 3001, or if calling from a

rotary phone or non-800 area, call (Secondary) 817.794.1539 collect.
3. For post-accident/incident drug or alcohol testing (9 a.m. to 5 p.m. CT), contact APA Legal

Counsel at 817.302.2170 or 800.323.1470, ext. 2170. After business hours or on weekends,
the non-business hours number listed above will connect you with an APA attorney.

ASAP Submit — Oral

817.956.ASAP
HazMat Hotline

817.967.7378
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